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HOW TO USE THIS CURRICULUM

Teachers do not have to be expert' grammarians or great writers to help
.students. improve their writing skill's,. In fact, Adult Basic Education (ABE)

teachers with backgrounds in reading often have developed an-understanding
-of language that will be enormously useful in ,teaching writing.

, 4

This curriculum is ouanized to provide such teachers with a perspective
on intended writing goals for their ABE-students, a_delineation-of spetific
writing objectives,, and a fratework within which writing activities can
effectively take place. The curriculum stresses the need to view writing
instruction. as the teaching of a. developmental process consisting of three

6' equally important phases, each of which. needsIdevelopment. Suggested
activities, tools, and resources are also included to assist teachers in
setting their own guidelines for instruction. It is a flexible model for
programs, to bd adapted as needed; however; a suggested procedure for
using the curriculum follows:,

1. Skim it to-get a perspective.

2. Try some writing activities with your students, e.g., begin,journal
writing, free writing, or other writing without focusing on correcting.

3. Once you have a group of paperS and-are familiar with your students'
actual writing, read through the curriculum more carefully. Read the

Overview and the sectibn on theXemiosing Process- to get an under-
standing of the proags of writing instruct of

4. Then read the other sections of the curriculum to see what specific
applications, are. appropriate to your program needs.

5. Consult the index for specific areas of interest, e.g., beginning
level readers

Writing instruction can begin with all o.£ your students, even those in

the first stages of eading. Those.whe cannot write can dictate their "writing"

to a teacher, tutor or other student to transcribe. Tfiis technique, commonly

known as the language experience Story% is alSe-writing.. (See Using Language

Experience witirAdults in the bibliography for further-discussion):.

After you have samples of your students' writing. and_have determined the
specific writing-needs of your students, as a greyp and individttaIly, conSider
the following order of procedures using the curriculum as appropriate to each

Phase:

,DIAGONOSE: What can the students write now? Can they write, for example,
complete meaningful sentences using conventional punctuation?

TAKE A WRITING ,SAMPLE



PRESCRIBE: Whai are'realistic expectations? In term of 'how long

the students may be enrolled in' your program, just what
and how much can be achieved, mastered, or reviewed?

APPLY'

SET

LIST OUTCOMES

What do these adults need to write as parents; workers, and
community members? Considering the life roles theyplay,
what activities are appropriate? 'Guide discussions and
interviews among students to elicit when they need to write.

DETERMINE ACTIVITIES

PRIORITIES: ' What are the priorities for,group and individual instruction?
What should be worked onfirst and what sequeace of events
should follow?

\

CONSTRUCT TEACHING PLAN

DIVERSIFY: How can. these adults learn most effectively? What methods
and activities will ensure that if they do not get it the

first time, the second\timeithey

PREPARE' MATERIALS

QUESTION: How _can I create the most conducive writing environment?
What do I need to help me'do it?

PREPARE YOURSELF, THE STUDENTS, and the SETTING

q



OVERVIEW:. THE GOALS OF WRITING INSTRUCTION
FOR ADULT STUDENTS

In an important sense all of our schooling is designed tomake
us better users of the language...The issue then is not whether
writing better cr worse, but hoiv we can make everyone more

Richard Lloyd-Jones
Arizona English Bulletin

Adults write for many reasons. Much of the writing we do'is purely,
practical--a checkbook entry, an irate letter to. the landlord. But beyond the

essential and,even automatic exercise of a practical skill, the ability to write
gives us other-important tools. Writing is one of the most valuable ways to

improve our ability to think and understand. IL is also a medium--perhaps the I
--greatest-medium==for -serf-knbidedge and for communication:,

.StOents in ABE, prograths have much to ,gain froth effective-writing
insructioft; however, they are often fearful of writing because of past experience.
Instead. of viewing language learning and communication of written "Standard ,

English" as a foreign territory with unexpected disasters and predictable failure,
adult student writers need to learn to make words and language work for theml

1 0

GOALS

Extensiye research conducted over the last ten years has demontrated that
it is nothelpful to view the teaching of writing as the teaching of,grammar
and correctness. Instead, the teaching of writing should incorporate the phases
which constitute the composing process: prewriting, writing, and ievising. The

goals of writing instruction include helping student writers approach any writing
task, from the practical to the esoteric, with skill and confidence. These goals
will be met if we can answer yes to an overall, pragmatic question:

0
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IN A:WRITING, SITUATION,. CAN STUDENTS CONSISTENTLY. DO-THE FOLLOWING?
I

Write reasonably clear sentences, relatively free of
mechanical errors and expressinig clear thought

ite fluently

rganize their ideas and develop them coherently

Write for different purposes and in different forms as
detefmined by diverse audiences

Adjust style and tone for diverse_circuMstances

Use resources for aid. as needed (e.g., dictionaries, handbooks.)

Perform written tasks needed in'everyday life
. .

Too often, adult basic writing students are regarded_.as "disabled" or
needing "remedial" instruction. Instead,a developmental approach is needed.
Although some adult learners have learning disabilities, most do not. These adult
students are learnerS whose Skill heedS have to be identified, nurtured, and
developed. They can do what is essential to writiingintelligible communications.
They just have to be directed toward. how. Writingtheeds to be viewed as a .

developmental vehicle for thinking and communication, a vehicle which is manageable
rather tharymt, Of control. Teaching activities need, therefore, to be directed
toward the development of analytical language ability and an understanding of the
functions,of the words and sentences .one usesimfelationship to what one .wants to
say.

Methodologies to teach writing vary, but if a teacher does nothing else but the
following with a positive, constructive attitude, writing skill will improve. The

benefits will be so obvious that most 'feathers will want to expand:instruction;and----

1. Require some-writing every day, from the first class meeting.
2: .Use students' papers as "texts" frequently.
3. Provide for sharing: and responding t4 Students' papers frequently.
4. Teach correctness in context, not as isolated skills.
S. Evaluate whole pieces of writing by responding positively and

limiting corrections to one or two points per writing.
6.. Integrate reading with writing as often as, possible.
7. Writelvith students.

A survey of the recent lifetature on writing reveals some of the following
reflections.

REFLECTIONS

Theory

...Writing involves thinking and should be taught that way; one reflects, then
-expresses, then better expresses.

o
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...Writing is a craft developed through consistent and repeated practice.

...Skills involved in producing written products, once acquired, can be applied to
most.writing tasks. ,.,

...Textbooks may not be needed to teach writing; instead use student writings.

Student writers should learn and review writing mechanics and generic skills
in context, not in isolation.

Organization of Instruction

...Writing experiences for adults shbuld integrate their life experience and
practical needs as students, community members, and workers.

...Providing adequate questioning and directive guidelines (rather than simply
correcting papers) will guide students to find-their own errors.

4 ea

...We should create a positive writing environment within the classroom: set
aside a specific time for writing, provide an area with resource materials,
and assess student and teacher atti-tudes toward writing.

,.Discussion about Writing is essential to the procesS of learning how to write.

Writing Activities

..In designing .writing tasks we should find ways to provide for students to
practice writing, or different purpoSes and various audiences.

...Teachers can accommodate, diverse skills levels by simplifying tasks for lower
level students; i.e., adjust'time spans for assignments, number of tasks,
and complexity.--

--.-..Stddents need to be encouraged to develop a writing vocabulary culled from their
-.,own9Iives and from their writing experiences.

...Some writing ought to be fun. -

Evaluation and Response

...Student writers should be diagnosed for current writing skill ability upon entry
into a program and subsequently evaluated throughout the course of the program.

...Students need consistent positive response and encouragement' after writing.

..'.Writing is better evaluated by whole writing samples rather than simply by
objective testing which does not demonstrate whether a student can actually write
a sentence relatively free of mechanical and other errors.

...Students' writing, skill and progress are- aided by sharing and responding to their
writing during the various phases of development.



PART ONE

SETTING OBJECTIVES

*If

One of the best ways to determind the writing needs of adult learners
and to design writing tasks for them is to ask the students themselves
They may respond that their, needs are:

"to-improve my punctuation and phradipg"
"to improve my spelling and penmanship"'
to write to,my,minister"
"to write flyers/for my tenant patrol" .

"to spell for my typing class" ,

"to develop my vocabulary"
"to communicate about community problems"
"to take messages"
to write clearly and faster"

"to write in all subjects"
"to write letters to my friend"
"td communicate with my classmates"
"to copy"

"to put-down ideas-without looking back tosee how many
mistakes I'vd made"
"to be able to use preciseand concise language'n school;
elegant, funny, and expressive words socially; and to
write memos'on my job."

A wide range of adult basic wrrting needs is evident. the aUthdrsof these
quotations, ABE students, understand, or at least sense, the signi,ficance of
writing'as the ongoing and conceptual process it is. They just need help as they .
go through it. These adult students enroll in ABE programs primarily forimproved,
literacy. They have a wealth oflife experience to draw from and want to
communicate, more effectively. Thewant to have the opportunity to write'the
language they' speak. Thus, bas id development of skills in written communication
should, be inherent in any program that intends to assist learners toward. personal
progress. -

-1-/s
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I. GENERIC SKILLS

In order for adults to compose lists, write notes and letters, prepare

reports, or otherwise communicate in writing, tliey need to acquire generic

skills- -the basic skills which are common to most writing tasks. An efficient

or skillful writer can use these generic skills-for whatever particular

writing tasks may be required. Students' writing efficiency can be analyzed

interns ofhow skillfully they can' use the generic skills to complete an

applied writing task.

The following list includes the basic generic skills student writers

need in .order to write skillfully, regardless of the4sPecific writing tasks.

They are listed sequentially in order of complexity, but note that they-are

not Mastered in that order.
S

XARNING OUTCOMES FOR WRITING

1. To develop a positive attitude toward writing

2. To distinguish vowels and consonants
3. To distinguish between printing and crsive writing

.4. To Copy letters, words, and numbers
S. To write from dictation
6. To write lists and categorize them.,
'7. To arrange words in4alphabetical order
8. To identify common prefixes, suffixes, and base words .

9. To use.capitalization
10. To construct statements, questions, and commands

To distinguish clauses, phrases, and sentence parts,
12. To use punctuation in sentences correctly and for emphasis.

a. terminally: %periods, interrogation s, and

exclamation paints
b. internally: commas.in series, co nectars, transitional

words, interrupters, *parenthetical'elements,
sets of informatiO (,titles, dates, and

addresses),, letter closings.

13. To use synonyms, antonyms, and homonyms
14. To spell correctly

a. from memory

b. using a, dictionary

c. distinguishing homonyms
To use subjects with verbs and to make them agree .

16. To distinguish, how different kinds of words function (i.e.,

subjects, verbs, connectors, and modifiers

17. To vary sentence structure.for emphasis and length,
18. To combine sentences using coordination and subordination

19. To write answers-toquestions
20. To compose and combine, paragraphs

to stater main ideas

b. to use details kor development
c. to ule examples, facts, in:idents, description, and

comparison/contrast
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a

21. To indent paragraphs
22. To outline
23. To write-with'set time limits

': 24. To record observations
25. To write about articles, literature, and students'

writingi
26. To se desCriptive language
'27. To,u e figures of speech
28. To s rize. class lessons and readings

29. To writ, cohcreteb
30. To thi and write abstractly
31.. To-distinguish objective from subjective writing
37. To sglect themes and limit topics.
33. To write \for a specific purpose: to explain, to describe,

to persuade, and to narrate
34. To, adjust and control tone for-different audiendes

35. To develop a personal style

36. To develop-standards forSelf-criticism and revision of
writing

37. To adapt various organiiational principles for
different tasks

38. To maintain a clear focus throughout an essay

39. To organize ideas logically
40.--To.use resources: dictionaries, thesauruses, handbooks,

encyclopedias, Readers' Guide to Periodical Literature,
and other indexes

The following supplementary lists are arranged according to three levels
and intended for more specific identifidation Of minimal skills' areas which

need review. These individual models arenot exclusive. Some, skill areas

from the B list mighttoe incorporated.into.the A list, if appropriate to a
particular-group or to an individual student, or vice versa. They are simply

.suggested as the least alower level, middle level, or hiigher level student

Ought to be, able to do. Iviealso assumed: that if all of the skills on

list A and.B are mastered, then the student begins with list C. If they are

not 'mastered, then review the more basic skills as well. These lists are

primarily intended to provide a focus for comprehensive review when properly

apprieCto a writing activity.

LEARNING _OUTCOMES - A

PROFILE: Inten ecq9r AEE students who read. between 0 -.3 grade levels,

as. dete fined 'by,

a. a standardized diagnostic reading test and/or

b. a diagnostic writing sample, and diagnosed as a

beginning level student writer with a holistic
score of from-0 - 2 (See diagnosis and prescription sample)

1. To develop 'a positive attitude toward writing

2., To distinguish-vowelsend consonants
3: l'o.distinguish between printing and cursive writing

4. To copy letters,-words, and numbers



S. To' write from dictation

6. To write lists and categorize them,

7. To arrange words inalphabetical order
8. To identify'commomyrefixes,.sukfixes, and base words

9.' AT-,use capitaIizatiOn , .-

10\ To construct simple;StateMents, questions,- and commands

11 To use punctuation in sentences correctly and for emphasis

a. terminally: periOds, interrogation marks, and

exclamation points
b. internally: commas in a series and apostrophe for

contractions

To use ,simple synonyms, antonyms; and homonyms

13.. To spell correctly
,a. from memory
b. using a dictionary
c. distinguishing homonyms

14. To use simple subjects with simple verbs

'1S. To use resources: dictionaries

LEARNING OUTCOMES - B

PROFILE: Intended for ABE students who read between 4 - 6 grade levels, as

determined by

a. a standardized diagnostic reading test and/or

b. a diagnostic writing sample and diagnosed as .

a middle leVel student writer with a holistic score

of from 3 - (See diagnosis and prescription,Sample)

1. To developra positive attitude toward writing

2. To spell correctly
a. from memory
b. using a dictionary
c. distinguishing homonyms

3. To use prefixes, suffixes, and base worcts
4To distinguish names of words and their functions
S. Tfl construct sentences for variety, emphasis, and different

lengths .

6. To use punctuation in sentences correctly and for emphasis

0
, a. terminally: .periods, interrogation marks, exclamation points

b. internaIly: commas as connectors, interrupters, semi-colons,

colons, hyphens

5
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7.

8.

9.

10.

To combine sentences using coordination and subordination

To make subjects and verbs agree
To write answers to questions
To compose paragraphs

a. to state main ideas
b. to. use details for development

c. to use examples, facts, incidents, description,

comparison/contrast

11. To indent paragraphs
12. To outline
13. To write with set time

14. To-record observations
15. To write about articles, literature, and students' writings

16. To write for a specific purpose: to explain: to describe,
to persuade, and to narrate

7. To use resources: dictionaries, thesauruses, encyclopedias,

handbooks etc.

limits

PROFILE:

LEARNING OUTCOMES - C

Intended for AgE student's who read between 7 - 8 grade levels

or above, as determined by

a.

b.

a standardized diagnostic reading and/or

a diagnostic writing sample and diagnosed as an

upper level student writer with a holistic score of

from S - 6 (See diagnosis and prescription sample) ,

1. To develop apositive attitude toward writing

2. To construct and combine sentences

3. To compose and .combine paragraphs
a. to state main ideas

b. to use details for development
c. to use various methods for development

4. To use descriptivg language
S. To use figures of speech

6. To summarize class lessons and readings

7. To write concretely
. 8. To think and write abstractly
9. To distinguish objective ftom subjective writing

10. To select themes and limit topics

11. To write for a specific purpose: to explain, to
and to narrate

O

describe, to persuade,
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12. TO adjust and control tone for different audiences
(tOuse-formal and informal language)

13. To develop a personal style
14. -To-,write with set time limits

15. To develop standards for self-criticism and revision of

writing

16. To adapt various organization principles for different tasks

17. To,maintain a clear focus throughout an essay'

18. To organize ideas logically

19. To use resour(s: dictionaries, thesauruses, encyclopedias,

Readers' Guide-to-Periodical-Literature

II', APPLIED WRITING,

In order for adults to learn hoW to writemore efficiently, they have to

practice writing by application, not by isolated exercising. A connection

has to be made between what they learn in school and their Hie skill needs.

As has been stressed earlier in,this curriculum; if students acquire the

basic generic skillt, they will be better able to-write and to compote most

needed written. communications. The following charts reflect the application

of such skillt toparticular writing-situations.

Please note the following as these chartt are.used:

1. Porta number of applied writing task, similar generic

skill§ are listed.

2. Theapplications are organized, according to practical life

areas relevant to adult students, and are best understood

When viewed in terms ofthe role students play in each-

__ life area..

3. Recognize that each writing task always has an audienCe and

a purpose. For-ekample, if students have to make shopping,
lists, their audiences are,themselves and their purpose is
to make lists they .can actually use when shopping i.e., to.

inform themselves. On a job, however, they.may have to make

lists to'inform someone else.

4. The generic skills are the learning outcomes listed in the

plaster list.in ftfie previous section. The particular skills

refer to the more specifiskills or knowledge required by
the particular appliCation.

\
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APPLIED WRITING - LIFE SKILLS MASTER CHART

I

Personal

II
4

Consumer

1. messages 1. lists

2. notes '2. applications

3. journals 3. checks

4. J.etters , 4. information

S. requests S. letters

6. dialogue 6. change

7. poetry'

III

Occupational

addresses 1.

lists 2:

schedules 3.

4. messages

Iv

Social

11

V

Educational

addresses 1. schedules A

lists 2. applications'

greeting 3. note taking
cards

. records, 4. records

5. memos S. Y :s,....

6. applications 6. minutes

7. time sheets 7. letters

8. records

9. job descrip-
tions

10. outlines

11. information

12. letters

13. _change

14. summaries

15. evaluations

16. reports

17. resume

1.7

8. requests

S. outlines

6. dialogue

7. -summaries

8. to- remember

or Clarify

9. -content area
writing

10. reports

11. essays

la. writing about
writing
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LIFE SKILLS CHART I

PERSONAL

.4plication Generic Skills

' 1.. Writing messages Copying; writing from dictation;

..- using punctuationcommasy periods,
interrogation marks);using capi-
taliiation; writing names; con-

structing sentences. and sentence
parts (phrases and clauses);, using,
abbreviations.; recording time and

writing dates.

o

2. Writing notes ' Copying; constructing sentences;
using punctuation (commas and °.

periods); using capitalization.

3. Writing journals Writing dates; constructing sen-
tences.; using punctuation
(periods, commas, and apostrophes
in contractions); recording
observations.

4. Writing letters Writing dates, constructing sen-
5. Wripmg requests tences; using capitalization;

using punctuation; using spelling;
composing paragraphs; writing
addresses.

6. Writing dialogues Constructing sentences,
1

phrases,
I,

and exclamations; using punctu-
ation (connnas, queiatio$:marks,
apostrophes, colons, dashes,
periods; exclamation points and
`parentheses); using, margins,;

indenting statements; using
contractions.

7. Writingipoetry , Choosing precise language;
construtting varied phrases

and sentences.

Particular Skills

Ordering information;
using details and main,
ideas; writing for some-

one else.

Writing main idas; using

details; ordering informa-
tion; adjusting to purpose
and audience.

Writing for sell to-self;

using informal language;
ordering informatioiv,
developing personal style;
using subjective writing.

Using informal conventional
letter format; using informal
language; adjusting to
purpose)and -audience.

Using informal langtiage;.uing
underlinings Or emphasis;'
identifying italics;
understanding setting,
characterization and
conflict.

Using figurative language;
using titles; using
descriptiv.e language;
using rhyme, rhythm, and
meter; using repetition
of sounds.



Appliestion

1. Making lists

2. - Completing.

pplications

3. Writing checks

4. Requesting
information

.5-:--Writing letters

6. Writing sug-
gestions for
change

LIFESKILLS CHART II

CONSUMER

Generic_Skills

Distinguishing consonants and
vowels; using spelling; using

margins.

Writing names and addresses; using

capitalization.; writing numbers

in dates, and,phone numbers;
using cursive writing

-Writing numbers in number and

and word' form; distinguishing
between printing and cursive
writing; writing dates; writing
names; using capital letters_

Constructing sentences\lsing
Capitalization; using punctu-
ation '(commas, colons and,
periods' -exclamation points

and interrogation marks);
composing paragraphs; writing
addresses (capitalization,
marginsk numbers, commas,
titles, and abbreviations)

19

Particular Skills

Categorizing information;
ordering columns

Writing\answerito-
questions;using
supplying personal data

Using spatial conventions-

Using conventionaMetter
format ,(return address, date,

inside' address, greeting,
body, closing signature
and typed or printed mame);-
adjusting to purpose and
audience; using persuasion

1.
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LIFE SKILLS CHART III

OCCUPATIONAL

Application.
Generic Skills

1. Writing addresses Using capitalization (proper names,

titles); ritingnames; using

punctuation -(commas, periods);

using margins; writing numbers;

using abbreviations

Distinguishing consonants and

vowels; using spelling; using

margin's

3. Completing Writingnumbers; writing letters

schedules and- words;; using punctuation

-(colon, dash-)1,using capitali-

zation

Writing messages Copping; writing from dictation;

Using punctuation (commas, periods,

interrogation marks); using capi-

talization; writing names;

constructing sentences and

sentence parts (phrases, clauses);

using abbreviations; recording

time and writing dates

5. Writing memos Constructing sentences; using

punctuation. (colons, periods,

commas); writing numbers in

dates; using cursive initials

1
or signature

WritIng names;. Writing addresses;

using capitalization; writing num.;

bers in dates and phone numbers;

using cursive, writing,'

6. Completing
applications

7. Recording or

completing
time sheets

8. Writing and

maintaining
records

Writing names; writing numbers;

using punctuation (colon in

numbers); using capitalization;

using cursive writing

Using capital nation; writing,

names

4

Particular Skills

Using titles

a

Categorizing inforMatiOn;

crdering columns

Using details;\using
spatial conventions

Ordering information;
uiblg-details and main

ideas; writinvfo some-

one else

Adjusting, to purpose and

audience; using spatial

conventions 4

'Writing answers to'
questions, using detail's;,

supplying personal-data-

Using spatial conventions

Categorizing and ordering ,

information; using detailed

and precise ,language; using,

jargon



,Life'Skills Chart 'III'

Occupational

9. Writing job
descriptions

10. Writing.
outlines

11. Requesting
infofmation

12. Writing letters

13. Writing.sug-
gestions for
change

14. -Writing sum-
maries

Constructing sentences; using-
punctuation; using numbers

Uiiii.capitalization; writing

0 numbers' and letters; 'using

punctuation (periods, commas;,
semi-colons, brackets and
parentheses); constructing.
phrases,and sentences

Constructing sentences; using.
capitalization; using punctu-

atit i (commas, colons, periods,
exclamation points, and inter-
rogatiOn marks)'; using spelling;
composing paragraphs; writing

addresses

Constructing sentences; using
Tunctuation; composing Ara -'

graphs; writing concretely

1 . Writing evalua- Constructing sentences; composing

tions paragraphs; using punctuation,
(periods, commas, semi - colons)

16. Writing, reports Constructing sentences; composing
paragraphs; using punctuation

`r

1

17. Writing resumes Writing name4 ad esses; using

capitalization; usin punctuation;

(colon, comma, semi-=-661 n, under-

lining); using phrases; s plying

personal data

.15

Adjusting tone; using
formal and descriptive
language; organizing Anforma!=

tion;using active verbs;
ordering information;
listing steps for procedures;
using perSuasion

tising outline conventions;

using indentation; ordering,

information, using main'
Ideas, using details.

Using conventional letter
format; adjusting to

purpose and audience;
using persuasion

Using indentation; using
main ideas; using details;
ordering information;
using contextual vocabulary

Adjusting `to-audience;

using concrete detail;
using strong verbs;
using subjectiV- judgment

Gathering inforthation;,
selecting and limiting;
topic; making outlines;
writing summaries; note
taking;, using resource
materials;' organizing and
tordering information; drawing
conclusions; using precise,

language and,contextual
vocabulary

Using outlining; using con-
crete detail; using strong
verbs; organizing information;
using conventional resume 1

layout 1



Application

LIFE SKILLS CHART TV

SOCIAL

Generic Skills

1., Writing addresses Us-capitalization; writingthg'

names; using punctuation (commas,
periods).; using.margins; Writing

numbers;. usinabbreviations

2'. Writing lists

3. *Writing greeting
cards

Distinguishing consonants and
vowels; using spelling; using
margins

Constructing phrases; structuring
sentences; using punctuation

4. Writing and Using capitalization; writing

maintaining
records

names

5. Writing:flyers Writing dates; writing names;

di advertisements using capitalization

6. Writing minutes Copying; writing from dictation;

7. Writing letters
8. 'Writing requests

constructing sentences; using
punctuation

Constfucting sentences; using
capitalization,1 usingpunctu-
ation;,uSing spelling; composing
paragraphs; Writing'addreises,

22

Particular Skills

Dsing,titles

1

Categuri'zing inforMation;

ordering columns

Using figurative language

Using detail and precisi
Ilanguage; using jargon;

-',categorizing and ordering
i.nforMation

Using precise langtiage;.
using visual illustrations;
using concrete detail;.
using persuasion; adjusting
to purpose and audience.

Using outlining; using
main 'id'eas; using detail;

writing summaries

Using,iriformal, conventional,
letter format; using informal
language, adjusting to purpose .

and audience



,Applioati 01.1,N
1. Completing

schedules

2. Completing
applications

(

3. Note taking

4. Writing and
maintaining
recofds

LIFE SKILLS CHART V

EDUCATIONAL

/
Generic Skills

Writing numbers; writing letterS
and words, using punctuatibn
(colons, dashes, using capitali-

zation)

Writing names and addresseS;
using capitalization; writing
numbers in. dates and phone num
bers; using cursive writing

Con4ructing phrases; using
underlining; structuring
sentences; rewriting writing;
using quptation marks

.A

'Using capitalization;
writing names'

.a.

S. Writing Using-capitalization; writing

outlines Roman Numerals; writing numbers
and letters; using punctuation
.(periods, commas, semi-colons,
biackets and parentheses)k
constructing phrases and
sentences.

6. Writing dialogue Structuring phrases, structuring
sentences; using punctuation
.(quotation marks, colons, commas,

periods, aliostrophes, exclamation

points, dashes, Paientheses)

,7. Writing summaries Constructing sentences; using
punctuation; composing paragraphs;
writing concretely

7

i7

ParticulaY Skills,

Particular skills;
using details; using
'spatial conventions .

Writing answers to
questions; Using details

.Using outlines; using lists;
organizing and ordering
information; using main
idea; using concrete
detail

4

7

Using detail' and precise
language; categOri*ng and
ordering informatOn

Using outline convationi;
ordering information;
usingimain ideas; using.
details

Using indentation; using
contractions; using under-
lining; identifying italics;
using setting, Characters
and conflict

Using indentation; ordering
information;' using contextual'
vocabulary; using main ideas 'j
and detailS\

uf

.11

. o
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Life Skills :Chart V

Educational

E. Writing to
remember or.
olarify

Copying, constructingsentences; Using main ideas; using

using punctuation; composing concrete details; writing

paragraphs summaries; organizingland
. ordering information;
using contextual vocabulary;
drawing conclusions

9. :Writing in .Constructing sentences; using.

content areas punctuation, writing numbers

(math, social
studies, science,

literature)

10. Writing reports

11. Writing essays

12. Writing about
writing

Constructing sentences; composing
paragraphs; using punctuation

I.

Constructing sentences; using
punctuation;, composing paragraphs

Constructing sentences; using

:punctuation

. 24
's

.10

Using contextual vocabulary
writing to remember-or
clarify; using main ideas;

using concrete detail;
writing reports; writing
summaries
1

Gathering information;
ordering, selecting and,
liniiting topic; outlines;
writing summaries; note-
taking; using resource
materials; organizing and
ordering information;
drawing conclusions, using
precise con-

textual vocabulary

Using indentation; using
descriptive language;
sequencing information) using
,facts; using comparison/cpn-
trast; using concrete detail;
adjusting 'to audience and
purpose; using main ideas;

distinguishing.topics from
main ideas; using conventional
essay format (introduction,
body, conclusion)

Using analytical skills;
organizing and ordering

informationirunderstanding
elements of .form; di:sting-lash-

ing writing styles



III. DEVELOPING A TEACHING PLAN

J.

.
The creation of a teaching plan or writing is central to establishing

a specific curriculum in writing skill evelopment. Shared among students,

supervisors, and teachers, the plan provides an opportunity for discussion

of the. goals of writing development and enhances the ability of students to

understand an object lesson in organization and planning (a conceptual skill

they need to acquire). In the teaching plan, individual skills are outlined

and ,then-applied to particular situations.

If a plan is discussed with students at the beginning of their partici-

pation, they begin instruction with a Moreinformed attitude. The plan helps

to provide a clearer perspective on' why the students are there and what they

.hope to do, as well as promoting their active participation.

,A teaching plan for writing skills development differs from a diagnostic

skills prescription. Theprestription details an outline of Specific: skill

areas an individuallneeds to review and ,practice, as evidenced by a.writing

sample or other diagnostic tool. On the other hand, a writing plan is a

perspective of intended writing goals for the entire group of students during

a particular period of study-. Writing skill development is fostered by using,

both a writing teaching plan and individual diagnostic prescriptions,

Pacing

Although the topics ira plan do generally increase in difficulty as the

sequenceprogresses, the actual sequence is not a simple progression from'easy

to difficult. In programs that are ddsignea to attract'and retain students who

have little or no basic educational development, the rhythm of writing activities

is critical because, too often, students have been discouraged'by study which

became more and more frustrating for them as they went on.

'It is essential, therefore, to balance several factors throughout the

cycle of training. Tdpics that usually are not overwhelming should be alter-

nated with those that may be frustrating; e.g., a difficult organizational skill

unit may be followed by a less formal one. Similarly, teacher-cholen topics and

student-chosen topics should also be mixed throughout the cycle. Individual

writing tasks might be alternated with group tasks.

The sequence of topics in a writing plan can also be set within respective

units of study. For example, ,eneric skills for letter writing can be grouped

separately, as,can those required for a,unit on essay. writing. Some of the

skills for different tasks are similar. (See applied life skill charts.)

-Once student's acquire the skill to produce one form of writing, they will feel

more confident that they can produce another.

Whatever the sequence of study, all plans of instruction should operate

under a general principld of good academic preparation; education should lead

the learner to intellectual independence. After any lesson or assignment the

hould be able to accomplish.therequired tasks independently.

Therefore, as they mo . .ssignments, exercises, examinations, and tips's-

room dynamics"should place more and mo responsibility upon the 'student.
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In developing teaching plans consider: time allotment, program concepts,,

necessary ,skill acquivsition, methodo,logy, individual and group activities)

use of instructionayand supplementary media and local resources. Also consider

that the plan needs to be flexible and mayfheed to be changed according to Student

progress.

. Constructing theTeaching Plan
.

It is recommended that teaching plant include sections on description,
specific learningoutcomese text materials, dpplied writing activities, and
topical sequence of units of Study. (See sumpld form in appendix.)

. In a heterogeneous class of students (a frequent occurrence in ABE classes),

two or more plans may be needed. The lower and middle plans may introduce fewer
skills, use simpler language,-and contain fewer and simpler writing activities.
The upper level plans may be-cumulative (include, the lower level outcomes and J.

add more complex ones), use more complex terminology, and require a greater
number of and more complicated activities. For example, while business letter
writing is an experience all of the students should have, the lower level students

will be given a more simpliiiedsituation and'circumstances to respond to, and
the expectations for the product, will be-different.

Teaching Plan Description

he description section should introduce the overall purpose of writing,

skills development. Only one. or two sentences areneeded to provide a focus.

Materials

The text and supplementary materials to be used during the course.of

,instruction should be listed in the teaching plan with appropiiate biblio-

graphic inforMation. The materials can be classified as basic or supplementary.

If no text is used, then refer to the students' writings as the text. Also list

handbooks, dictionaries, and thesauruses. It is also useful to give students a

separate list of suppleMentary reading and referenCe material's, as is often the

practice in college courses. ThisOist, referred to as an independent reading

and reference list, can serve to promote independent reading habits and actually
direct students toward useful resources. Different forms could b included

appropriate to their levels, e.g., short stories,, fables, specifi authors,

as well as The Reader's Guide to Periodical Literature or encyclopedias. It

could be called AN ADULT LEARNERS'GUIDE TO RECOMMENDED READINGS. It should

contain high interest, low readability readings, .as well as some ore chal-

lenging ones.

Learning Outcomes

Learning outcomes, performance objectives, specific objectives, and other

such terminology serve to identify tLe'basic skills educators hope their students,

will achieve. They basically define what knowledge, understanding, and skills

the, learners are expected to learn and delionstrate when requested. The difference

among them, if there is one, is more a matter of semantics than anything else.

The level of rhetorical complexity used in phrasing writing outcomes is best

determined by program needs, student populations, and teacher preferences.
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4

ABE students iai their wealth of practical experience begin writing
instruct ion with vary ng levels of competence. They may know how to use
simple punctuation of iciently but be unable to coordinate sentences. They
may be able to write a briefnote but be unable to order anitem from an adver-
tisement. They maybe capable of-very sophisticated' and complex discussion, but
-be unable to write a clear sentence.

How they maker the outcomes or in what order is dependent upon how the
skills are put into practice and what they individually-need to develop. Several
skills may be acquired thrbugh one assignment, while other skills may take much
longer. What is significant is that all ABE students should at least review
the generic outcomes,. practice them within a context appropriate to:their levels,
and practice those they individually need the most help with. Decisions regarding,
individual and group priorities should be made after the students' present skill
levels have been evaluated by usinga writing sample.

Regardless.of how learning,outcomes are worded, writing outcomes and their
related activities have to be geared toward helping the student writer become
increasingly independent. Concentration on mastery of isolated skills tends to
inhibWindependent progress rather thap enhance it Therefore, the wording of
outcomes shbuld reflect a particular skill area to be practiced, but in terms
ofan apptopriate cOnte,tual whole, i.e., an applied writing task. Learning
oUtcOmeS are not ends in themselves.

WritingJActiVifies'
.

4 S.

The_ number -of writing- experiences students lupte is.o'significant in relation-

ship tohe.fact thatAudent writers need practice--themore the better.
THEY NEED TO WRITE AS MUCH AND IN DI&ERENT WAX'S AS TNEYdAN., It is difficult
-"and.1:Tobably -not necessary to calculate the number of words' a student should,
write petAayor per week, although studies have.shown,that students who write
More progress more: The most egsentiarpoint about how much -writing ought to
be done that dome should be done every dgy.

'A kocuS on quality ancrquantitY isimportant in determining how many and
what -kinds of agsignments are made. Although students, need to sample many dif-
ferent kinds of writings, they also needto have the opportunity to rewrite.their
writing. In plannihgwriting activities,considet'the particular programgituation,
different skill fevOls, diverse interests, cuitural backgrOunds, dialect inter-
ference, and- individual teadhet preferences as appropriate to the particular
population. it is'priferabIe to. think of samplings of many kinds of practical
writing experiences whichsleadto independent functioning. It is suggested that
ABE students do, AT LEAST, some of each of the following:

. 1. List construction
2. Journal writing
3. Memo writing .

4. Letter'writing
tc>

5. Dialogue writing
6. Essay writing

'7. Report writing

I
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Some ABE students may have NEVER written anything, or little more than a

few words. lower level students, particularly, also need specific practice in

fine motor coordination, i.e., the specific forming of letters and the contact

with a writing instrument, as well as the consisttnt-inermsed-familiarity-that--

-comes-with-seeing, reading,. and: thinking about language. ,.piddle or higher level

students, on the other hand, aay be required to write longer pieces, or to write

for .longer periods of time.

The number of writing experiences in any one particular form can be increased

i as skill level increases. As students become more skillful, they may need less

time to complete an assignment; however, it can also work the other way. A student

who is more skillful may, want to do more with an assignment and thus require more

time.

Both individual and group writing activities should be planned. Students

'need responses from different audiences. They also need to practice writing.in

class and out. Diverse approaches should also be offered to allow for diversity

of learning modes, i.e., what works for one does not necessarily work for another.

A particular assignment, therefore, may yield different results. Having resources,

available, helps to provide for such differences. Have several ways ready fof teach-

ing a particular kind of writing task.

Writing practice should give students opportunity to be concrete and to relate

their-owir-experiences-to-eoneeptual-i-ze7i-ts-meaningThey_know_how_they see the

world and need to have the opportunity to make connections with how they think

-and what they. say. They have to be directed,toward becoming more sensitive to

themselve's, their thoughts, their environment, and their life roles.

The adult writers' experiences form a major part of the conten fOr develop-

mental writing skill study. Resources for writing content also i lude.visits

to local museums, libraries, community art shows, newspappr offic s, newspaper
readings, etc. Integrat4ng valious writing resources- rovides for an enlarged
and integrated practical communication experience. -"

Writing with set time limits enhances students'4 writing development. By having

to limit the scope of topics written about within a particular' period of time, they
-get a chance to develop their thinking processes in relationship to the writing
process., They have to have practice in writing less or more according to different

deminds. They should°should= begin writinefor short periods of time and 'build up, e:g.,

fiee writing for 10 minutes and later for

Overall, writing activities are best designed using as many diversified
*roaches as possible but should-include: 1

2. Doing some each day
2. Requiring different forms using different stimuli

3. Setting 'time limits

4. Providing for group" and i Td.2Vi ua experiences
5. 'Considering writing activities in terms of audience,

purpose and process,

28
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Scheduling Time_ for Writing

q

Is there timefor writing? There should be because writing fits in so well

across the curriculum. Writing activities related to reading and other subject
areas are easily organized.) The time scheduled for writing per se need not be

long. inStead., consider how writing experiences fit into a daily or weekly

seheddIe. Actively integrate in and out of class writing fot variety. In a

daily session that incorporates other basic skill development, set aside specific
times for writing and ensure that writing is also done while doing other subjects,
e.g., 'writing answers to math problems using complete sentences or explaining how
a-process works in science.

SAMPLE SCHEDULE:- 212 9- 3 hour session

Free Writing 10 minutes
Peer Group' Discussion 10 - 15 minutes

Math - some, writing 1 hour

-Reading - some. writing 1 hour

Journal 15 minutes

fi ,
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PART NO

PLANING Ii' TRucrich

I. READINESS

It is the business of a writing class to make writing more,
than an exercise, \For only as a writer rather'than as an
exerciser, can a 'student develop the verbal responsiveness
to his own thoughts and to the demands of his reader that
produces genuinely mature syntax.

Mina Shaughnessy

Adults are often afraid to write because they are not accustomed.to writing,
and because, ip:their experi nce, writing was usually taught not as a process,
but as a series of exercises idch were, supposed to allow theth to create a product.
This product was graded, ret ned, and frequently forgotten. LittLe time was set
aside to aid students as they\,'wrote. Teachers' xnd students' roles and- attitudes;
as well as the setting in whiph writing took.place, were often stilted and not
conducive 'to studyingwritingl Too much emphasis was placed on'correctness before
fluency.

tWriting must be taught a both a process and as' craft, a

I

that is learned and developed n ,or er to egin, and maintainain a successfulu
writing program, the teacher, the students, and the environment must be readied.
Roles, attitudes, atmosphere, and provisions must be considered, analyzed, and
prepared.

The Teacher

In order to foster,a more positive-writing environment,. teachers-must con-
sider the role they play within the writing environment. Instead of being figures
ofauthority who demand written prochl ts,-mark them up, acid then return them,
they must recognize, that writing is O complex'process. Its phases_are nurtured
by enthusiasm, positive encour4gement, different audiences, careful listening ,

and realistic expectations. Teachers ialso need to write with,students and to be
open:to their evaluation of their own cork. By working with students, as a member
of the writing group, teachers ncourage student development:by showing them that
mriting,iS'mork, even for them.

6205 .30
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The Students

Adult student writers can learn.to'write better by developing an awareness

of their roles as they write for .particular purposes and within specific contexts:

at home, as parents, they'may need'to make lists or write letters or notes to.

their children's teachers; in community life, as'members of clubs or organization's,

they may want to be the spokespersons for local events and need to write a speech;

at a-job, as workers, aAletter or memo may hate to be produced, as well as a

resume and letter to acquire the job.; andin school, as students, they need to

compose essays, reports, and outlines. It is helpful to direct students to discuss
their preceptions of-what they do when' they are writers and how they feel about

writing. Questionnaires, questions, summaries of writers' thoughtS about4riting,

and:group publications serve as useful.devices for clearing the air of attitudes

which may inhibit writing and encourage purpose for writing (see appendix for samples).

An additional way to foster positive attitudes is to give the student writers a

group identity. A name can be selected by the members, e.g. Carole's Writers'

Community.

The Environment-

Writing skill developMent cannot take place in a

conducive to free .expression. NatUrally the kind of
determines, to some degree, what you can do with it.

things are done:

stilted setting which is not
setting you are given
Itas helpful if the following

1. Teachers should get away froM desks and:move about while students are

writing and sit within the group when they are writing with them.

2. Semi-circles or circle arrangements facilitate discussion and listening.
When small groups are needed; it is easier to pair up people from such

an'arrangement. Sometimes thiS is not easy. Students may be afraid

to face each other and commit themselves more.to a writing situation.

Usually charm, persistence, and active involvement help.

3. The room should be decorated and supplied with appropriate Charts,

information, provisions and stimulating materials. .(See provision list

that follows.)

The atmosphere or prevailing mood and feelings must be open. It is essential

that all feel comfortable to communicate in a purposeful way. At the first Class

meeting which often sets the mood for the remaining sessions, try to incorporate

the following suggeStions: 0

1. Discuss the writPig,proceSs from the beginning. Ask 'students

to define writing, orally or in writing, and get them to describe

their fears, anxieties, and apprehensions. Beginning level students

also need to discuss ways in Which they can.begin writing withOut

being fearful about how it may come out. Such group discussions

foster confidence, break down barriers, and contribute to making

the group more cohesive.

2. Facilitate discussion about the following:

a., Written products have their own energy and dynamics

which they, the students, create.



b. Writintis a physical, mental, and emotional experience
which is imrved by SEEING, language more; therefore
they have to-write a lot.

Pieces of writing have purposes, a reason for their
existence. Writers select and control content and
style according to,purpose and audience.

d. Writing is difficult; MOst.writing needs rewriting.
r 400-,

A well-equipped writing environment can include the following provisions:

1. A variety of colored pens' (and types)

rt
2. Many pencils (in colors too)
3: Various types of papers:, notebooks or index cards for journals,

looseleafspaper, bound pads, lined and unlined paper, different
textured paper, long and shore paper, erasers

4. Typewriter .(if possible), N .

S. Several dictionaries-for ABE classes several are useful:
Scholastic Tlictionary of"American English for lower levels, and
American-Heritage or Webster's New World for middle to higher levels

6. "Handbooks-teacher-made handbooks are best but also
th'e'Golden Book of'English or other more simplified ones

7. Rittcestencils for copying papers
8. Carbon paper for students to make copies of their own work as

they write .

9. Rulers

_____---10,Scotch-tape-(- for-cutting-and-pasting)

27

11. .Scissors (for cutting and pasting)
12. Thesauruses
13. Written -lessons and/or style sheets on each aspect

of mechanics
14. 'Essays, stories, newspapers and magazine articles to read

and write about
15. A Writing Box containing ideas for-writing to be used independ-

ently by students,or as.assigfiedfor groups
16*. Index cards for vocabulary development and other work
17. Folders for keeping students' papers organized (possibly 2 or 3

for each student; 1 for free writings; another for draft writings
or organized according to form; e.g., letters, essays, etc.)

18. An Adult Learner's Guide to Recommended Readings (a teacher-made
bibliography of high interest but low readability level readings).

19. 'Tracing paper (for -handwriting-improvement)



II. THE.COMPOSING PROCESS

.
,,The composition course s

.-hould\be
the place wherethe

writer not only writes but experiences in a conscious,
orderly way the stages of the_compasing_process itself.

&r

-Mina-Shaughnessy-
'. Errors and Expectations

The,process of composing i5 not linear. it\can be'Viewed'as stages one
goeS through continuously, and-sometimes simultaneously. A writer often returns,
to a prior stage while in another, or-after another.

These stages includg: WRITING,,AND REVISING. Each stage in the
process needs to be learngd and practiced. Each has its-own dynamics and-its own,
energy. Tgcent studies, highlight the. complexity of the processes of each stage.
Overall, student writers need to be clearly directed, enthusiastically encouraged,
and gently ,pushed to take full advantage of each phase.

Not every writing task will require all of the stages. In general, however,
each stage needs to be given-equal attention; each is as important as the other; \
each is as difficult is the other; each is itself a learning stage, but all are
important in-Contributing to workable ,written products.

Once a particular writing task is requested, writers need-to explore their
range of interest and-ktrowledge regarding a-topic. The motivation, interest,
thought, and discussion all encompass prewriting. Often student writers feel
they have'"nothing to say." This phase is concerned with helping them realize
they, have much to:say.

After something has been written, whether it is free, controlled, or more
structured, response is essential to ensuring imprbvement. This response may be
on,the part of the students themselves and/or the teacher. After responses are
given--they may\be in writing or oral--students then write again. A final stage
of proofreading and editing follows to lead to the finished product. The amount ,

of time spent in anyone phase is dependent upon available time, student numbers,
student levels, and particular assignmentS.

By way of illustration, a letter needs to -'be written.

PRE?RITE: Elicit from the students a specifiC need to write a letter;
Le.-4-a-precise-purposer-a-particular-audienceiand-a-type
(person0, or ,business). Make notes on what is to go into it.

RESPOND:
Small or larger group discussion can inform students about
letter writing conventions.

WRITE: Letters are written individually.

RESPOND: Students exchange letters and read and discuss.

REVD: Studentsirewrite their own letters or their partners.
01

PROOF and EDIT: Students "correct" their own.

The final letter is then mailed.

33



A diagram of the copposihg pz?cess follows_. It 4s: ideal "representationwhich can and should-be adjusted-where needed-. There Is no point of no return.

MOTIVATION
(INTEREST),-

THE COMPOSING PROCESS

V

1r,

TASK

PREWRITE

AUDIENCE
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A. THE PREWRITING STAGE

Prewriting is the stage during-whichlwe respond to a stimulus, generate

ideas, andchoose a form in whiChto-write. It is an amorphous phase which

precedes writing but which may alSo recur during the writing stage'and even

affect it. It is the period we experience before we actually write; and during

revision when we need to generate more ideas. It is also the stage of discovering

what we think and feel abOut something; the stage of gathering ideas for,writing,
and the stageof-finding a purpose for writing. Ideas are brought to the surface.

it is also known as motivation.
A

This preliminary stu:ge to: writing is very important and too often neglected.

The amount of'time it.takes depends -upon the group and task. A significant
result of this .stage is that students do begin to recognize they have-much to
write about.. Teachers provide stimuli to get the students to 'generate their re-

actions by using their senses. If the feelings of students are tapped, a founda-

tion for communication is established. Opportunities or food for thought are

provided to make conneationsIbetween daily life experiences and writing more real.

The following activities suggest4some ways stUdents can be stimulated to
generate words, lists, sentences,-notes, and free writing.

PREWRITING- ACTIVITIES //

Words

1. Ask students to write all the words they .can think of in five minutes all

over a paper. After, they should group them to.form an abstract poem'or

a lohg sentence. Assign-partners. Each person can borrow words from

another to write another poem or sentence:

2. Put a word on the blackboard. Ask for ideas about it and Where to put it.

After several ideas are listed somewhere on the blackboard, direct the
group to connect similar or related ideas. Organize the ideas into, an

illustrated map connecting the ideas. Students then do one of their own.

,

3. Print names of students vertically down the left side of the blackboard.

Using each vertical letter, elidit descriptive words written horizontally.

(

-

4. ,Ask s,tudents to, study headlines in the newspaper. Have thrm write their own.,

Lists .

1. Ask-students .to: .

. a. Make a list of 10 or more items they wish they, owned.
b. Categorize and order them in terms of importance.
:c. List reasons why one is most important or least important.
d. Exchange with another student. Discuss.

2. .Ask students for their favorite color. Tabulate a list. Elicit discussiOn

about }lbw colors can represent moods, feelings, symbolisi, etc. Give them
e

an excerpt to read about it. Ask them to pick ohe color and to liit reasons

why it is a favorite. Or put the names of colors on the blackboard and ask

them to. write every thought they have abotit it. Or use actual swatches of

fabric to elicit discussion. r
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3. Ask students to-list all the reasons:a,particular number means something .

. to them. Compare. Discuss whether the reasons chosen were intended to

inform readers or to persuade them.

4. Guide students to make two lists comparing how people can resemble pet animals
. .

or other things.

. - i

54 Ask students to 'imagine they are confiner!' to a small room for 24 hours.

Have them list all of the,zwords and feelings they Might have.

6. Tell students to imagine they have just been born. List the feelings they have.

-7. Give students different kinds of lists. Ask them to discuss what kind of

person may have written the list, for what purpose, and for what audience.

8. Ask students to generate listS they need for a particular purpose,

shopping, reminders, things to do, etc. Then guide them to categorize them.

. Ask- 'foe-,a list of questions students want answered. Distribute 2 or-3

--questions, to each group of:3 or. 4 member's. Ask theR to answer them.
. ,

.

10.. Guide students to look at a painting,! object, or picture. They are tojist

every word that comes to mind, then-order the words, and then write sentences.
.

_ .

11. Direct` - students to-close their 'eyes dnd li;ten for five minutes. Then have

them list all the sounds theYhear.
..,,.

12. Blindfdld students. Pdss.ardUnd scrething to taste. Remove blindfolds.
,

Have them lilSt worwords" diidussing the ,taste. 0.
, .

-

.

13. Dire4 students to list 10 words that hdve positive or negative connotations.

Discuss. Ask them to-generate their own positive and negative word lists.

14. Guide students towrite a list of instructions for an activity which someone t

else has to do. Have another person\do it.
I I

15. Guide students to list ingredients,for,a,faVorite recipe. Have them write

the recipe afterward'.
Ift

t

16. Bring in a poem like "13 Ways of Looking at a\ Blackbird" by Wallace Stevens.

AskStudents to pick a subject they wattptO describe. Direct them to list

13 ways of looking at it. They may use words, Phrases, or sentences. Ask

th0m,to share With_a partner:and to add any additi nal points -of view.

Sentences

1: Ask students to write one,,-two, 'or three sentence reactions to questions,

e.g., what was the worst or best year of your life? Ask them t6 define

themselves.in 1, 2, or 3 sentences.

2. Divide the class into 3 or 4 membet.groups. Have them write--a cooperative

story. One begins and each student adds another sentence,

I

0
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-3., Bring in some advettisements. ,Discuss in terms of sentence length, word
choice, and persuasive appeal. ,Establish criteria with students regarding
effectiveness of ads. Have students generate ideas for original products

and ads. Ask them to invent a new product which they will writean ad for.

4. Bring in samples of postCard greetings. !Discuss and analyze in terms of

audience and purpose. Ask students to imagine themselves in'a foreign place.

Have them send a card to someone.

5. Offer sentence completion Statements, e.g:, if Icould be something else,

I mould be a so I could be

6. Airect sludentS to write the longest or shortest sentence they can think of,
the most'beautiful or ugliest.

7. Put a thoughtfulquotation on the blackboard or distribute copies of it.
-. Generate discussion abdut its meaning. Ask students to alternate bringing

in a Thought For The Day for the group to discuss, one they find or write
,themselves.

8. Distribute a figurative phrase or statement to a small group. Ask theM to

discuss its meaning and to rewrite the statement literally.

Note Taking

1. Do apantomime or improvisation ,in class with students or yourSelf. Ask all

students to take notes describing what they are seeing., Arrange small groups.

Ask them to compare notes and then to write a group paragraph incorporating,_
each otherisinotes.

'Have Students interview each other for a purpose. -They take notes and then
write a- paragraphsummary: (Useful for-a-first-class sessjion.)

3. Ask'students to observe a window,display, or other visual stimulus; They

take notes and write a descriptive paragraph later.

4. Ask students to contribute fdeas for reports they would like to write. They

list ideas,. Then they chooSe topics and generate preliminary notes.
t

1.

Free Writing

1. Ask students to put words.on the blackboard as They arrive. Have them choose

one word to write about for 10-15 minutes, letting them fill, up a paper with

as many thoughts as they have in response to the one word they choose. (The:

same kind of free writing can be done using complete statements.) Have each

student read his or her paper tout loud and guide class response to theflow of
1 A

the writing.

\ 2. Stream.of Consciousness: Ask students to write for 10 minutes about every-

thing that comes' to their minds. Discuss.

3. .Play some instrumental music. Ask studenti to write, everything that comes to

mind.

4. Guide stude?Its in shlalh group- I-6 bra nstNorm ideas for a topic fbr a set time.

st-
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B. THE WRIIiNG STAGE

The writing stage of the composing process involves the synthesis and appli-

cation °floosie skills. Ideas, facts, and thoughts are organized into a form.

These forms may be letters, essays, reports, etc., each having its own purpose;

to inform, to persuade, to narrate, 6,describe, to explain, to define and to

analyze. Specifically, a letter (a form), may havf a particular purpose (to

inform) or an audience to whom it is addressed. The content and form of writing

are interrelated. Sometimes a student is given the form and asked to generate

the content or vice versa.

Tegardless of which forms are practiced, teachers,of writing need at least to:

1

1. Consider each writing task in terms of audience and purpose.
writing tasks in,a sequence of prewriting, writing, revising.

3. Include many different kinds of applied writing tasks (diffetent forms).

4. Have students write some papers which will not be corrected or

Marked (e.g., free writing and journals)..

S. Pro'Ade lots of opportunities for silent and oral reading and for
analysis of how writing is put together.

6. -Require studehts,to generate form from content and vice versa.

7. Provide many opportunities for note taking.

8. .Provide many opportunities' -or individual and group writing.

ABE %Titers need to develop an awarenessOf writing.forms, as well as.co

practicethem. This is amseful technique'for focusing-on form:

1. Distribute copies of eachof the following: a letter to the editor,

a myth, a news article, and a child's poem to. small ,gToupg of four.

2. Ask students 'to read each form and to discuss the following questions:

a. What is the author's purpose?
b. Who -is it intended for? How do you know''

c. Why is the writing organized the way it is?

d. HoW does the language fit'the audience?

3. Direct students to Chdifse one form to write,in; each member.

should choose a different form,from the four read..

4. When the four forms are written,, each group reconvenes'and

analyzes each Of their Original writings with the same questions.

-A variation on,this could include usl.ng four versions of only one form to study

/ one fotm in greater depth, e.g.; four letters, stories,memos, etc.

Forms of Writing

Appllied writing tasks should include at least some practice in journal

Writing,/dialogues, essays, letters, resumes, and reports.

JOURNALS

Journals are personal recordsor books of. original entries. In a personal

way,TETTiidentsTractice journalism; they gather and write their own thoughts

in response to their own needs OT bpresponding to suggested topics. Some

.
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points about journals:.

1. Students become their own audience; they can work out problems by
.thinking through the problem on paper.

2. Journals can reused as a break in class dynamics or can be written

in at home.
3. Journals can be useeas a way of reflecting on life'experience.
4. They provide a means toward developing writing as a habit.
5. They free writing anxiety by giving the student writing experience

and more practicp.
6. Specific entries can'be used for further writing developmenD.

Journal writing should.be enjoyable, and free. Journals may or may not be read

by teachers.

It is recommended that the journal entries be kept separately in a separate
book, a section of a book, or even on 5 x 8 index cards if a book is too formidable.
Students can also be encouraged to illustrate their journals, perhaps even give
titles to an entry if appropriate. Illustrations or titles help in teaching a

student focu . A sheet entitled "Points About Keeping Your Journal" could be dis-
tributed to utline specific points that ought to be emphasized. If journals are

to be respo ses to suggested topics, then also distribute a sheet of "Suggested
Journal Top cs" or a "Suggested List of Questions" to be answered..

Exampl s of how journals can be generated inclUde:

1. F r 15 minutes, write in your journal. Either-record the events

t at happened on yorx way here, or what you predict may happen
I ter, or simply write down what you are now thinking about.

2. A home, write from 3 to 5 sentences of from 5 to n words ea,:h,
recording your day or your thoughts.

.

3. Osing the list of suggested topics, write your journal entry.

4. :Read a news article and respond to it in your journal.

5. Using the Oestion sheet of question topic's, ItespOnd to the

question'injour journal. (A question a day or every other

day could be used, or ail( students ,sp generate their own

. questions for each entry which they will answer.)
, .

-DIALOGUES

pialotes are written conversations. Writing dialogUe gives students a

chance to practice informal language, levels of word and sentence meaning,

audience adaptation, and use of detail.
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Dialogues can be written in response to a particular situation, setting,

or characters or a problem which ;legs a solution, e.g., you are on a diet

and having a conversation with yourself about whether you should eat something

you shouldn't. Useyourself as the."me" and "myself" and then have the "I"

enter.

Some examples follow:

1. You see two people sitting on a-subway. Take notes on

your observations. Write their conversation.

'2. You just received a failing grade and you don't deserve .

it. Write the conversation between your teacher and you.

.3. You see someone youare-interested in meeting. Write'

the conversation.

4. You'are standing at a bus stop and someone pickpockets .you.

The person does not leave. You approach the individual. and

confront him or her. Write the conversation. (See James

Moffet's!Student Centered Language Arts for more examplesi)

ESSAYS

Essays generally defined as compositions which present a point-of'view

on a particular subject, are often veryldifficult for ABE writers because the

skillssneeded to produce a coherently organized paper are complex. Although some

students may have the ability to use some of the generic skills involved in essay

writing, most will probably have difficulty making connections between ideas or

detailS and the whole concept they want to develop. It is helpful if they are

introduced to the four types Of essay writing (narration, description, exposition,

and persuasion), as outgrowths of what they personally alreadj, know, but nOw 'have

to apply differently. For example, elicit from their dail lives when the have

to narrate, describe,, explain, or, persuade. Use these examples for essay assii;nments.

For essay writing, students particularly need to practice:

1. Seeing themselves in the rOle,of the narrator, describer,
explainer and persuader

2. Making. connections'between.details and Major ideas

3. Developing a sense of methods of development-

. 4. Writing, for different purposes,

S. Using denotation and connotation (levels of meaning)

6. Organizing 'according to a foi-mat (introduction, .body

and conclusion)

The order for teaching. the types of essay writing can vary, but since.

,people tend to write more easily about themselves or what is close to them, ii

is best to begin with narratfon or description. Of course, the categories of

essay writing are not exclusive of each.other. Description can include narration,

and vice versa. Students need to be directed toward understanding that thefotr.r..

major types can appear in one essay. An explanation.of each ofAthe types follows.
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Description-- invqlves expressing an impression of something, someone, or some=

.
where;-composing a word picture characterized by vivid and precise language.

Some stimuli for descriptive writing' are:

1.. Write in response to a picture. Describe What you see and what

you might not see. Use pictures that mean something to you.

Write this for someone in your family.
2. Using an.object that has special meaning to you, describe it:

Write thig description for a relative you have not seen in a
vlYlong time.

3. ,Describe .something without naming it. Ask A partner in the class

to,name it. Write it..for that person.

4, Describe someone in the room from non-verbal clues.- (Define non-

verbal.) Write it for that person-. ,

1

Narration -.involvesrelating events that have happened; telling a story.

37

.
Narrative writing-demands work on the sequence of events (chronologicar

ordering; importance, or emphatic ordering), point of view, fact versus ()Pinion,

tone, verb tenses, parallel construction, and,punctuation).

Some stimuli, for narrative writing include:
1

1. Narrate your autobiography (using a time line,chart significant

events and choose one to write about). Tell it to a relative.

2. Using models of legends, fables, or other short stories, write 1
One of your own.' Write it for a child.

3. 'Narrate some events that happened to you on a trip. Write it for a friend.

Exposition*- involves witing. ihat explains or gives information. Three Major

types include analysis (taking apart a whole), process (detailing how so ething

happens),.and.definition (giving meaning to a concept).*

I

/ . . .
,

For expository writing focus on generating topic sentences, develqping

relationships between main ideas and details, separating titles from topic

sentences, various mothOds of development (facts, -6ampleg, comparison/

contrast, cause and effect) and sentence Combining: 1
,

. .

Some stimuli for eXpository writing include: /

..

1. Analyze'a story for its elements. Write

or- as dcritiC.
i

2. Explain.the steps you follow to perform a
Write it for a clasp member.

.

. -

.3, Define a concept for a 7-year-old:Child reiponspility,

.) pain).

it for a publication,

particular activity.
1.

I

.
. .

Persuasion or Argurgentation -Anvolves the-process of arriving at reasons and

conclusions to condinte or persuade a reader to agree with th writer.

I

. .

Persuasive writing incorporates emphasizing relationship between main
-'1

-ideas and detailgfor Suport, as Well as carefully structure methods of

411
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development., An emphasis on qualifying statements is also needed to avoid

zeneralizations without fodndation.

Some stimuli for'persuasive writing include:
rs

1. Convincea child ko,do somethilig.

2. Persuade the class that your views on abortion, wars,L

marriage,.. or other controversial subjOts ars the best.

Z. Convinca family member to takepn a new responsibility.

LETTERS

Letters written for particular purposes (e.g., to invite, to complain,

to request information, toorder, to apply) are excellent applied tasks for

all students. They are practical and allow.for brief writing§ to develop

skills./ Even essays can be written in letter form.

Letter writing clearly lends itself to focusing on an audience; use ofs

informal,and formal language; use of conventions of punctuation, capitalization,

indentation, and format; .and use of detail'.

It is best to-generate specific letter writing needs .from students and

to categorize them in terms.of life skills areas; e.g., community, bccupatiorial,

social,_ and personal. It is also useful to introduce -both forMal ind informal

letter writing.

Ask students what circumstances intheir life as consumers, workers,stu-

dent and community members would present the need to write,a letter.- Then

have them write'them.
/ ..

1. Choose a community problem that affects you. Write a letter

to the editoof the local papere
\

2. Using, want ads, chPosea job that appeals to you. Write a

letter of applieation.,, .

3. You are having a special party. Wete a letter inviting someone.

4. Youi child is Wing trouble in,school -. Write a ietter.to the

teacher.. .
,

RESUMES

Resumes are outline/summaries of 'one's experience, education and personal

data to-bp used for obtaining a job. A growing number of positions demand

resumes before a person can be considered as an applicant. In addition, resumes

are useful for practicing a number of specific skills areas including use of

detail, punctuation, categorization, outliningp.ordering information, and

organizatOn.
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Resumes are best prac4dia in stages. Direct students to generate details,
order and organize the details, arrange theM on a page, and write sub-sectiori'S

fOr each category. ForM and content are particularly important.'

Some, stimuli for resume writing include:

1. Give specific details of a fictional person. Ask students
to categorize the information and put it into resume form.
This can be done indivduilly or in groups and should then
be compared.

2. Give, samples of resumes, discuss elements, then have students
write their own responses to questions in a questionnaire
which is designed to elicit the kind of information needed for
a resume, e.g., Where have you worked; Do you ,have any particular
skills, interests?.

3. Have students interview each other and.write each other's resumes.
4. Have students do two resumes for two different audiences

(two different jobs).

The pivotal question for resume writing should be: WHO AM i,.

WHERE HAVE I BEEN, and,
WHAT HAVE I DONE.

REPORTS

Reports involve taking informition,.categorizing it, and producing a written
summary of information'to provide a perspective on a topic.

Reports can. be done individually
note taking skills, essay skills, and
important. Provide opportunities for
necessary in producing the report.

and in groups. Report writing involves
attention to detail. Format is also very
students to practice the various stages

Stimuli
1

for report writing-should include the students''needs and interests.
Ask them what they would like to find out about.

POETRY 0

Poetry offers a personally fulfilling writing experience:a stimulus for
other, writing, and. an opportunity to write with freedom from rues and other
writing restrictions... Particularly useful are free verse, Haiku, and other
forms of short poetry that allow for students to understand use o£. precise and

,figurative language, form, and focus. Use models first as examples.

A series of suggested writing activities incohmating practice in all of the
writing forms folloWs:

.3"
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WRITING ACTIVITIES

1. Ask students to choose a neighborhogd problem they are concerned with.

They are to research it, take notes, and then to do one of the following:

a. Write a report on it Eor a newly appointed class council;

b. Write a persuasive essay convincing the council to do some-

thing, about it.

2. Using excerpts from the Guinness Book of World Records or other fact books,

ask students to choose a fact they consider important. Direct them to write

an expository essay explaining-the fa5t to a 10 year old child. ,Then ask

them to reyrite it for an older person.

I. Guide students to listen to a' piece of their favorite music at home. Ask

them to write four different sentences or paragraphs based on the following

outline:

a. Narrate a story that could take place with.music as background

b. Describe how-they feel while listening to it.

c. Explain what-lis happening .in the music; explain its parts

d. Persuade Vie'Llass that it 'is the best music

Ask students to write a persuasive essay convincing a partner that a particular

dessert is best, e.g.; ice cream. Call it.Food, Glorious Food.

S. 'What's in a Name. Ask students to write a report on the history ofd their

own names or the history of names of countries or states in America. Either

supply the historical information for them or direct them to ,find it.

6. Using a television' show, movie, radio show, or live play, gui studentsto

write a critical essay. Guide students toward developing crit ia for deter-

mining what'to look for and what to write about.

7. Either elicit situationscfrom students in which. they need to writ letters,

or give them situations, Distinguish the situations according to ersonal,'

social, and business, Have the students write one,,letter for each e.

Highlight the need to adjust language to purpose andaudience. Use. ife

needs for specific applications.

.Using classified advertisements,*guide students to prepare resumes.

Ask students to write a process ssay involving the necessary procedures for

1 opening.: checking account, buying something, or another appropriate life task.

10. Guido students to write expository or persuasive essays about health problems,

-buying practices, civil rights,' -equal employment, or other relevant topics.

11. Ask students to describe how they feel sitting in the waiting room of a

particular office, e.g., dentistis,.doctor,s, welfare, etc.

r4



. sifiginodels, ask-students-to_write any Of the following: proverbs,

epitaphs, fables, cartoons, or short stories.

13. Ask studentsto write group 222Tts. _.

.
,

(

14. Ask stud to write original wedding vows, or other kinds of vows.

1 sing models of obituaries from a newspaper; ask students to write their own.

16. Ask students to write announcements heralding an important event, e.g.,
births, Special occasions, or whatever they consider important.

17. Divide the class into groups of 3 or 4. Ask them to write a soap opera.

18. Give students a recipe to follow to write a "grammar poem." Use 1 noun,

'3 adjectives, 3 adverbs, 1 phrase, etc..

19. Ask students to write down a problem they have., Divide them into couines.

They should discuss each other's problems and take notes on their responses.
Then they should write an advice response.

20. Ask students to choose a person they totally disagree with. Direct them to

research that person's life. Guide them to then write a speech which they
will deliver to a.particular audience as that person.. The class will act

as the prescribed audience, e.g., a group of Nazi's during 1940. After the

speech, is delivered, students attempt to guess who the=person is.

21. Ask students to compare and/or contrast the best pr worst time in their lives.

22. A Writing Project. Initiate a display,writing project, e.g., P. S. 6 propa-

ganda. Students will choose specific words to advertise what is so special
about the school they attend or some.other subject worthy of propaganda
(e.g., super, excellent, ingenious school. I love it.). Then the students'

can illustrate them arid post them for display.

23. Ask studenti to, write short illustrated reports on visits to local sites.

24. Direct students to write Profiles. 'Using carefully chosen words, ask stu-

dents to write profiles of people they are close to. Direct them to fill

out =the following: NAME ,(insert the,person's name), FACE (insert a descrip-
tive word, HAIR° (insert another descriptive word), BRAIN (insert a desdrip-.
tive word), BODY (another descriptor), IN GENERAL _(insert a significant,
!statement, e.g., Name-Gail; lace-Smooth; Hair-Fluffy; Brain-Forgetful;
Body-Soft; In,general-I lave her).

1

25. Ask students to choose a famous person they admire. Direct them to research

the person's life. Guide them to write a report or a-definition essay on

the meaning ofnfame. They,could also be askdd to write reactions to

"If You Were Famous, What Would You Be Famous For And Why?"



26. Prepare a poet for rewriting by students. Use one by students if avail-

able. Ask them to rewrite it in prose. Discuss how it changes in meaning

or effect.

27. Distribute very short stories to small groups of 3 or 4, one story to each

group.' Ask each member to choose a character from the story and change
something about the story - the setting, the time, the events,, or other
elements.. They are to write a new version incorporating -the change(s).

Or, ask the students to imagine they,are one of the characters. Then they

can write a-'narrative as though they were the character speaking.

28. Using a student essay, analyze for content and style to teach outlining.

Ask students, in small groups, to write an outline from a sample essay.
Discuss why or why not an outline can.be devised;

29. ASk students to write a letter to someone they have not seen in .a long

time whom they wish they could see.

30. Guide students to write an expository. essay on '"Things I Am Thankful For."

Elicit lists first, then assign the essay.

31.. Ask students to4choose an idiomatic expression they hear friends use or

they use. Guide them to write a paragraph explaining it.

32. Distribute pictures to individual students. Ask them to write a descriptive

essay describing what they think is going on in,the picture.

33. Distribute written controlled or guided compositions to each student. Ask

them to/change the verb tense, or other elements and rewrite. (See 10 steps"

or 26 Steps.)\" -\

Zhowstudents.samples. of menus froarestaurants. Guide them, in small

groups, to create a menu for an imaginary restaurant, Focus an specific,

word choice and descriptions.

Ss: Using samples of tel4rams, guide students to choose an event or incident

they, wish would happen. Ask them to write a telegram to someone announcing

the event or news.

36. Ask students to describe how they felt when they experienced a new thing or

event for the first time, e.g., the first time they saw snow.

37. Guide students to write about an event that changed their lives. Write it

in the form of a letter or essay.

38. Have students, in small groups, write open ended stories. Each student can

present his or her story to the group for them to write endings for it, or

have them do the same with story beginnings.-

-39. Set up debate teams. Introduce the techniques of debating and direct students
t

to research information for debates on topics of their choice.

40. Ask students to choose one of their favorite legendsfl. myths?' or fairy tales:

They are to modernize it, either in small groups or individuallyt Direct--

each to write an upda-ed version. If they have none of their own, give them

One.
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41. Guide students to write VIP's Projects. They are to choose from 3 to 5'
people they consider very important persons. They write a paragraph
explaining why.each is a VIP.

42. Guide students'to observe someone in a supermarket. They are to take .

notes on the following or other criteria: how the person is dressed;
what items He or 'she is buying, etc. Then they write an analytical essay .

interpreting what kind of person they think he or she is.

43. Direct students to choose,a news story from two different newspapers. They
are to analyze each for the WHO, WHAT, WHEN, WHERE and WHY and then to write
a brief comparative anarysis of the way the two different newspapers treat
the same story.

44.. Using oneine sentence starters, ask students to write paragraphs.

45. Dictate a. paragraph to students. .Ask them to .write the Daragraph,as.you
dictate. Let them put in-the appropriate capitalization, punctuation, etc.
Then:distribute-a corrected version. Have each student correct their own
or another siUdentls, before comparing the corrected version totheir own.
Then have thastudentS, -working in pairs, write a paragraph of their own
which they will dictate to their partner to copy down. The same procedure
can then be followed,for checking and revising their own paragraphs.

46. Assign readings. Ask students to write,about'the reading'. These can be
in thaform of story reactions or in the form of questions and answers.
Students tan make up their own questions on a reading for another student
to answer.

47. FaQilitate improvisations or play readings. Agic students to write about
what therare watching.

48. Ask Students to make up funny laws. Ask them to write a paragraph explain-
. ink why 'the law should be upheld.

49. Ask students to (Write 4 letter to one or both of their parents, imagining
they-have just entered the world or are about tcl leave it.

50: Using any appropriate prewriting activities (see prewfiting section),
extend,the activity into a writing.

\
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C. THE REVISING STAGE

During the revising stage, students develop the, sense of writing as material

for rewriting and'not aa,an immediate, final product. Here, _by working together

or individUally in a comfortable; warm working atmosphere, students have the

chance to learn-from each-ether and toTractice thetasks of revision. -These

tasks include: rewriting, resulting from rethinking what has been written;

proofreading for- specific elethents; and-finally, editing - making the actual

changes.

Like a painting, a piece of writing needs to be viewed froi a-distance te

appreciate-the whole. After students write, sometime should elapse before they

rewrite. -Then, it will be easier to see what changes need to be made.

To rewrite effectively, students need to be put in the shoes of a reader;
they-need-to, read-i-as much aspossible,'their own work and others. They need to

.learn, to read_a piece of writing several' times for'the purpose of revising some

eleMents,'and-then, again, to read for More,precise corrections.

For many ABE studentS, the rewriting stage may be as basic as copying cor-

rected material or rewriting chang6d material for only one or twelements,
theymay-have to change present tense forms to past,

\

Proofreading, which follows rewriting-or may be part of it, is--"the-:re-

reading of written products for three specific kinds of writing improvement:

mechanical errors (what -they are i4id- why they might be there)-; stylistic -flaws

(whether.he language is appropriate in terms of audience and purpose)'; and

coherence, unity; and organization (whether the point of -the paper has been

achieved and what the relationship between one idea and its details has to another).

Proofreading is an essential step in making writing better. Students need

to learn that, like all writers, they should expect that some changes Will have

to be made; that different kinds of readings are necessary to pay appropriate

--attention to each area of concern, ands that several readings_may_be necessary
lbefore something is submittedas "final."

The entire revising stage can bean additional learning activity for students

and contribute tc- their greater-understanding Ot.the writing process and ex-

perience. Studenta,often feel, "Well, I wrote. it, now do I have to read it too?"

Instead-they can,be directed toward understanding that they Can have every, reason

to be-proud of what they commuracated:because it will be read :by themselves, the

students, and'the teacher, and made even better. They see that'People are

interested in their-thoughts and-that-they 'have somethil to say.

The following activities suggest some-ways to provide for practice in

revising writing.'

Revising Activities
4

1. Distribute rulers and ,ask students .to use them as they read. As

they read down a page the ruler placed under a line of print helps

them focus more precisely on that line.

1
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.2.. Ask students to mrite on every other line when using lined paper,
or to double-space) their work if it is on unlined paper. Fhe space

will allow for morn careful reading and Provide room far-gorrections

and changes. #

3. Makeup , guideline sheets with appropriate questions to guide them
th4ough. questioning to find out whether the writing is *working,

Assign pairs or.groups to read each other's;work. Identify them

as readers. If several people read one paper, use a chart. (See

appendix.)

4. Teach them.to read backwards ona line of Print'as editors in publish-

ing house'often do to find spelling and punctuation errors. They

read from left to right in each word but move from right to left
along the line.. They can more easily see each word for- what it

actually is,

Have the students read their papers out loud. Many errors-are easily

corrected when they say what they thought they wrote and see that it

is not exactly as they thought.
. 1 '

6. Distribute samples of edited materials as models. Use'professional

writers' works if possible to emphasize that all'writers rewrite.
The library is a good source for, drafts of . professional writers'

works.

7. Make up a chart with sentences consisting,of a few editing symbols.
Use the conventional ones or devise some ftom the clasi, e.g., the
caret (A), paragraph symbol (in), and others.- Distribute then to
students and discuss. Direct students to use the marks when editing.

-

Dictate a paragraph. Distribute a corrected yersion. Students

compare it to their own.

O

a
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III. DEVELOPING TOOLS AND RESOURCES FOR TEACHERS AND STUDENTS

A. MELHIVNICS

N
1

Mechanics and conventions of written-Standard English should :be taught within

the conteZt of. sentences and paragraphs, preferably students' own writing. Students

need tobe guided- toward recogniiing:that there are reasons for using conventions,

that they help make -thoughts- clear.. To learn to write correctly students must ac-

quire some of th_languaga used -to convey mechanis1 and rules. They also need to

see that words and thoughts have specific functions when-written.'

-Mina ShaughiiesQr in her' book Errors and Expectations clearly delineates the

errors inexperienced- student writers make. She also refers to these students as

' "basic writers." 'ABE students furittion on an even more basic. -level than such basic

writers in freshman: college classes,, -although the kinds of &Tors both groups
make

are similar.. Their writing reveals the following character; iics:

:
- I

2. Inadequate. verb forms
1. Incomplete -or-awkward- sentences-

3. A lack of -word knowledge and incorrect Word choice

4. Inaccurate internal and terminal punctuation

5. Speliiing probler-0
6. Handwriting difficUlties
7. ,Unde4eloped and poorly, focused ideas

Most- ABE students have difficulties with all of theaboVe areas to some degree,

lower level students even more than Middle'or upper levels.

1

Additional problems frequently found among ABE groups (and' ESL groups) include

speech 'differences which affect written language. This is commonly referred to as

dialect interferende. These include the following:
.

1. bissi of ed endings in past- ten-Se. verbs

2. s endings in 3rd-,person lingular present tense verb forms

and in plural nouns .1
.. .

.

3. The uSe of to be verb forms
.

4. Double.,negatiyes .' , t

3.. Use -of "it" for, "there" as a filler word i .

8
; o

It isrecommended:that all of the above mechanical writing needs ,therefore,

be treated .in the writing class.. It is always .necessary to -remember, however,

that_ the ,goal is not to 'help students become - better detectives of errors in

isolation-, but instead; to help then: teach themselves to become better writers.

They need to learn some '"rules" but need to know that, just as in life, in compo-

sition there. are- no absolutes. For every "rule" set down, a -time comes when it can

be brbken for emphasis or another reason.

The following questions .and respor.seS reflect some of the concerns faced by

ABE teachers:
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1. -What is mechanics?

. Mechinicsr defined differently in different handbooks', usually

refers to spelling, handwriting, punctuation, and grammar con-

ventions or rules in standard English.

2. What is grammar'?

Grammar is the study of how 1mila-5-W1Se-haves; the use of appro-

priate forms and.structures.

What is correctness?

\Correc,tness can be defined several ways, two of which include:

a. Whatelier conforms to'standard American-English usage;

b. whatever works is correct.

Inleany,situations, correctness can. be determined by preference

as swell as cpnventions.---Oia-f7atUations--academic and businesg

writing--demandadherence,to standard forms.

4. ShOuld me hanics be taught? 0

Current research finds!only,a low correlation between teaching

isolated grammar or medhanical exercises and improved: writing

ability. Instead, it is generally recommende&that most-mechanical
concerns ,be treated, within the context of writing tasks:. In other

woids, you' can f4uS-on particular skill: needs students have but

-dol-So as problems\come up and when students are working on whole

Structures. Use meerciSes judicieusly and use students own sen-!

tences and paragraph to focus '6n Correctness when'appropriate.

5.. Is there a preferred sequence for teachning mechanics?

OACe students have-beeniagnosed and pracrities of-skill needs
.

assessed, teach thoSe are thitare most pressing.. Treat the

group needs in class, awl-the individual'needs aeappropriate.

-Most of,a11, though, teachrSnttince sense first. While working on-

`the, sentences for lower leVe1S-and more complex for middle and upper

levels; incorporate the relate- skill needs as appropriate.

-6. How can I teach sentence structure?
, \I

.

,Teaching sentence structure: is an exceedingly slow process because

each aspedt must be ithoroughly.incorporated into the students' own

writing,'notiohly mastered in exerdies. The following sequence is

appropriate-for-all levels; however, a\beginning group might take- a

year to master the single sentence, wale an advanced group might

master theoequence # a year. At all levels, review regularly but

leave time for assimilation.

a. A sentence is:rarely a "complete thought." Define a sentence

by eliciting from. your group of students \Oat they already know
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about sentences: This needSto-be brought 14 the surface.

Ask them: What-ingredients do you need to write a.sentence.

Guide'thei towdrd a functional2,description'of a sentence: groups
of words which make sense, a capital letter at the beginning; a

final punctuation mark, e.g., . or ? or ! ; and a subject and

main verb.
Yo

b. Teach that a sentence has a main part (call it main clause or a

trunk).; this is the subject and verb part. Teach the simple

sentence first and its corresponding simple patterhs; then review:

fragments and run-ons. (See Robert, Allen's:Working Sentences-for

further developkent and 6::amples.) 1
v-

c. Give them practiCe:in-fi ing the subject (the who. or what 'word);

include Singular and pl al nouns and simple and compound subjects.

While teaching this it_ s convenient to review use of possessives,

cOmMas.in a(series, and subject-verb agreement. It is also appro..'

priate to teach common verb forms and i egular verbs.

d. When you are `ready for the compound se ence, offer it the

following war.'

two trunks F. compound sentence

Give students the opportunity to identify the number of and

ways toconnedt them. It is appropriate here to stress coordinating

coniunCtions (but, and, or, nor, for, so), particular in'ternalsUnCtu-

atj.on marks, i.e., semi-colons, commas with conjunctions, and gapi-

talizatioii.,

!,
-e. When teaching complek sentences, focus on teaching

1. a trunk with somethingwhichis-not-a-trunk -(teach the

_cotma following_intredUctdry clauses)

2: introduce clauses that begin, With:

because, when, since, although, even though, who,

that, which (review fragments 'here)

3. Introduce position of clauses before, after, and between
ixunks.(review commashere, subjective and objective pronouns).

4. Use sentence development techniques such AS:

a. sentence generating - eliciting sentences from students

using select words;'

b. sentence expansion - adding words to existing sentences=

c.- sentence combining -adding two ortmore'sehtences in

different Ways (lisingt, coordination and Subordination), .

S. Teach students how -to Correct for their own mecnanical errors;

correct only for what la.s been covered, making the Student

increasingly responsible for more_corrections.
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7. How can I te.ch verb forms?

Teach them within the context of sentences using substitution or Cloze

techniques, and controllediwriting. Also use word form charts

delineate functions ofwords.

8. How can I treat lack of word,knowledge and incorrect word choice?

a. Teach students to use resources for vocabularydevelopment, e.g.,

thesauruses, dictionaries, and others.

b. Play word games.

c. Teach them to classify words according to functions and families.

and to develop word form charts (see appendix).

d. Do "word" prewriting activities (see prewriting activities).

e. Encourage reading.
f. Use word-a-day charts (see appendix).

9. How can I help studentsrwith punctuation? Define punctuation as the

written signals needed to read writing. Use sentences and paragraphs

to teach' punctuation.

a. -Give students paragraphs'to punctuate, and then compare with

a corrected version.
b. Read a. passage aloud while they look at, an unpuntUated version

and:punctuate-it as it.is read:

c. Give funny-statements that Could be ambiguous without punctuation.

d. 'Teach rulesas they -come up, e.g., the,,commas with a conjunction when you

teach compound sentences.

.14. How do'Ideal with 'spelling?

Introduce spelling as having a specific purpose, i,e., to make writing

more readable and to be used as it is needed.

Sr

The ability to spell depends on many skills: hand-eye coordination,

reproddcing w, ds from copying,' pronunciation, discriminating letter

forms and reading friim left to. right; the ability to discriminate sound,

auditory memorypsid recall.

Spelling texts anlists survive, but current studies stress teaching

students how to deal, with words they know and want to learn. If lists

are to be used, organize them according to basic word lists, life skills,.

e.g., personal, social, consumer, occupational.-and educational, word

familieS I-or word functions (nouns, verbs, -etc:.)

Focus on }he following kinds of `spelling problems:' spelling,the wrong

word, transposing letters, omitting letters, subStituting letters, adding,

letter's, doubling or not, poor handwriting, carelessness, sound confusion,

and inaccurate pronunciagob. .
, .
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Take spelling words from the daily and\pviodic writing ofstudents-and,
most importantly, offer a method for learning new words,: 44..

. \
a. Rewrite_ those words several times \

b. Pronounces them \

c. Spell them from memory
\ .'

d. Write them once again from memory

Thefollowing sequence is also useful:

SPELLING HELP

Help the studeptS-to observe themselves as spellers:

What kinds of mistakes do they make?
What patterns are there?
Do they always forget to double final consonants?
Are they-writing as they are speaking?
Are they confusing t with d cr other similar sounds?

Have them collect misspellqd words and put them on a chart as Mina
Shaughnessy suggests: '

Word- Misspelling Letters or syllables involved .

Type of Misspelling Review the types of misspellings

Review appro/Stiate spilling terminology with students, sudh as the
following:

accent - consonant cluster prefix syllable
compound diatritic e schwa vowel -

consonant homophone suffix

Based on individual problems, assign specific tasks for practice.
Guide them to develop their own li4ts from their own writings throughout
their attendance in class. Guide them to develop more specific pronun-
ciation. Work on spelling development in small doses, more toward getting
students to check their own spelling problems as a habit. Teach the

use of the dictionary. RevieW'rules as they come up.

11. What about handwriting difficUlties?

Often.students don't write because they are embarrassed by how it looks.
Attention and sensitivity to language is facilitated by focusing on
handwriting. Many lower level-ABE students have particular needs in
:his area.

To motivate interest in handwriting development, do a brief handwriting
analysis activity. The criteria for analysis can be gotten 7rom an
appropriate resource book. Students can team up and, as a group
activity, analyze each other's script. Then offer the following
'exercises:
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a. left t o right exercises;

I. draw lines
2. make cirales, tquares,\rectangles, -and other shapes;

3:' 'write from left to right;
-,..'write on the blackboard; \

\

c. trace letters anctwords in/the air, using sandpaper-letters
'and-tracing paper; 1

.

d. make shapes ,,to music or a beat. (clear handwriting is achieved with

a rhythni and a specific number of.strokes per letter);

e. copy writing (even p143, at calligraphy); Have a student dictate a

paragraph to someone elte who writes in light pencil. Have student

trace over it with- a finger and:then pen.
f. leave extra triade between lettert, words, and sentences.

The smoother and quicker students can write, the less anxious they feel about
the physidal demands of writing. They need help toward making their hand-\ (

'writing more legible and toward eliminating errors that occur from carelessness.ii
.e I ,

12. How can I treat dialect interference? (Also see p. 470"

a. Use contrastive analysis - give two versions (dialect and standard
English) of a writing and have students analyze them;

b. Using a story-or poem in dialect., ask.students to .rewrite it in

Standard English;.

c.. Ask students tqLwrite'sentences as they say them and then rewrite;

cr. Ask students t&rite a paragraph as it is dictated and then comIxre

it with a corrected version;

e. Use dialogue writing as an accurate account of spee ch.

13. How can I help lower Irtvel (0-3) :students?
/

\

a. If students cannot write at all, or very little, begin with a language
!

experience stork. (See Using Language Experience with Adults in
.....

Bibliography.) , ,

b. Guide them to cop writing first. (Use 10 Steps or a similar

controlled writing text.);
C.- 'Review differences betweeniupper and lower case le ters, spaces

between words, punctuation differences; i

d.' Direct them to write from-dictation using phonetically similar words,
1

other; appropriate words, and simple sentences; t
.1

/

e. Provide opportunities for memorization and Writing of asic words

from basic- word lists; .

------f.Guide-them-to-compose-br-ief-but-or-iginal-sentences.;_ _ \I

g. Dictate a short story reviewing new points as 'they appear, e.g.,
quotation marks. ,Have studentg write' it.continuously /over a
pe'iml of a few days, adding to whit they wrote before so 'they
ca ;see a longer piece of their ownwriting when they a.:e finished;

h. Afte they are doing some reading, they can begin to write answers to

qu stions about their readihg. Lower level-ABE-students need\helpi

in figuring out sounds and' letters andrecognizing/words. They

ne to practice identifying sounds; identifying letters and \

purictuation; drawing letters and pUnctuation;observing spatial
conventions; thatching each sound With:its spell ing; matthing
punctuation,to voice intonation; hounding out spelling;' and

writing sentences. .:
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The introduction of .a controlled vocabulary, using Cloze procedures
(deleting selected letters or words from text), and eye movement
exercises help to assist low levels with decoding. After they become
more proficient with decoding, encoding can be stressed' (an emphasis
on handwriting, spellini% punctuation 2i and transcription skills),

4_
14. What aboUt undeveloped andpoorly-focused ideas?

This is more of a'"Clear thinking" and craft problem which is greatly improved
by practicing note taking, -ordering ideas, and using various methods of
'development. °

53

15: What. about coherence and unity?

/
Connecting. and organiiingwrittenthoughtsa complex skill, involves
'teaching students the generating of thoughts, grouping and ordering them,

i
using transition's, coordinating and subordinating main ideas and detailS,
and'U-ingaiverse methods of developing and organizing of students need.
to focus on the-processes, of going flour simple sequences to more complex

/ !ones, comparing and contrasting ideas and in making generalizations.
Modeling is a useful technique for incorporating such skills. Use student
,essays,as models. Guide students through the process of eliciting thoughts,
ordering them, relating'them, organizing them, and finally presenting.them
!.

1 , in a-coherently united form._
1 I
1.16. How can purpose in writinglbe taught?

1 \I -,

PurPose-immriting involves, identifying why a piece-of writing exists, i.e.,
to inform, to persuade, to describe, or to explain. Relate the meaning of
.why. people do\thingsto stu4ents1 writings. Guide them to understand that
-when purpose is identified, 'the task of writing is easier and clearer.

\ o

, \

\

O

C
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F

Student writers often lack a developed writing vocabulary. Their yocabu-

---laries-are-often_distinguished
in_terms of three categories: sight, listening,

and speaking'. A necessary fourth category is needed, -Basic education students

need to develop all four vocabularies in order to have more "food" for writing- -

words. /These categories are distinguished in'the following way:

/1'.
Sight vocabulary - words wilich students can recognize on sight

and can read;

VOCABULARY DEVELOPMENT

2. Speaking vocabulary - words which they can say but may not be able

to read or writos,

3. Listening vocabulary - words which they can understand but

probably_don't use; %
7.'

4, Writing Vocabulary.- words which they can-see, speak, listen and

actually use on paper. \

It is very important to assist students toward becoming more resourceful

*.-- in the,rprocess of vocabulary acquisition, more important than teaching them at

.

partiCUlar list of words in itself\ For example, if they experience a new word,

can they repeatedlyon their own;

/

1. Go to a dictionary for'the analysis of the word;

I '. Find its derivation;.
I

3. Determine, its function - in Sentences;

. Wte other forms of the word;
.

\
. Use it in a sentence;

6. Use the context they find the word-iii-td-dttermine-its-meaning-.

, \

;

The development of writing vocabulary
supplements overall vocabulary

diewlopbent. Teachers can and should help students acquire techniques for learning

more about words
\ ,

,

'In directing-vocabulary
development consider the following goals:

I

/I. Identifying\word forms - give words or generate them. Show students

how to creatTaliiEims of the same word by developing word fort

charts'., (See\appendix.)
. \

;

2. Discovering word meanings_ - use, a dictionary and thesaurus to teach

word knowledge expansion and denotation and connotation. Try to
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help students to get at why they use the words they do and to develop

-new ones as well as reasons for learning new ones, e.g., a particular

-word can help to persuade someone, or more active verbs can make

SS

writing more interesting and less repetitious. Reasons for developing

new vocabulary can be generated in a class discussion on the Power of

Words, or l'How Words Can Hamper or Help Communication" or "How People

Can Be Hurt byWords."

Another useful technique is to use A Word A Day Method or Life Experience

Glossaries. (See samples in the appendix.)

3. Making word choices:

a. Choosing words for syntactical meaning, purpose, and audience.
Discuss and define terms such as archaic, formal, informal,
-colloquial; slang, dialect, jargon, and cliche,

Choosing general or speOific words. Give lists of groups of

four words- each from the general to specific and then have
students write their own, e.g., car, automobile,Chevrolet,
Cheyette; food, bread, Levy's, wheat.

C. Choosing vivid words-active verbs. Two helpful techniques are

to require students to create poems or comics or to write

Haiku poems. Conlics are effective because within a few frames

the word and thought choices can suggest so much. Haiku poetry

requires a focus on syllabication4 connotative meaning, and
use of statement, all woven together to ,create an emotional

word picture. '

A
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C. EVALUATING WRITING

I

The evaluation of writing is central to writing improvement. The more

students write, the more they need responSes. °While,s6me student writing- -

journals and free writingshould not be evaluated, Most wzitingneeds to be

. read and responded to by the teacher or other'students.
/

The following questions focus on concerns- for ABE teacher's:

1. What is- evaluation?
o

Evaluation is the appraisal or judgment of a piece of writing, by a

reader. Three purposes of evaluation are possible:

a. Diagnostic--An individual, initial judgment for the
purpose of prescription

b.. Formative-- Ongoing, individual judgment for progressive,

improvement

c. SummatiVe--A final, individual judgment of overall improvement

Students can be evaluated individually or across a group, but individual

evaluations-are essential to writing appropriate prescriptions, and as a

measure of progress.

2. How do I diagnose students' writing skill needs most efficiently.

There are various methods of diagnostic scoring currently used. '(For a

detailed description of each method, see Cooper and O'Dell, Evaluating

Writing.)

Each method has its advantages and' disadvantages, according to its users- and

individual preferences; however, the major advantage of holistic scoring

,which is preferred, overall, is that it treats a piece of writing as a whole,

rather than focusing on isolated elementswhich may have little or no bearing,

in themselVes, on writing ability or improvement. (See the appendix 'for a

sample of holistic St6iingvith-a-criteria-scale_usedi_foLdiagnostic writing

samples.)

Holistic scoring is the reading and scoring of a papArz.on the basis of °

overall 'impression--by two or more readers. The tearri'kirst meets to establish

a scale -of criteria. Papers are then read quickly (a matierpf two apiece)

by- ,r1 readers, each of whom assigns a score. If the scores are discrepant,

a third reader evaluates the paper.

3. How can I construct useful writing sample topics for diagnostic and ongoing

evaluation?

The topics for writing samples can best be determined by a particular group

of students and the goals of a program, but consider that topics for writing

samples should have the following characteristics:
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1. Be able to be written about without prior preparation
2. Be stimulating
3. Identify an audience
4. Specify a purpose
5. Specify length
6. Include limited choice
7. Be-clear (Use- simple language and directions
8. InClude two types of writing- if time allows, e.g., a letter

and an essay

The purpose of the initial writing sample should be to assess a student's
present skill strengths and weaknesses. For initial writing samples use one
sample question for all students. For progressive evaluations use a variety
of choices.

Some suggested writing sample topics include the following:

For low levels: A Place I Like to Be (Describe it for a friend)
A Good Friend (Define,it for your friend)
Why I Am .Going to School (Inform your teacher)

For middle and upper levels: My ,Experience in School (Describe it to the
../ teacher)

Why I Care (or Don't tare) About Politics
(Inform a friend)
New York: A Great City or a Disaster?
(Persuade a foreigner it is one or the Other)

4. What about objective tests?

There are a number of objective tests available for basic education programs
which test for the,student's ability to reed and to identify or detect
"errors" in standard English usage. These include: the Test of Adult
Basic Education(TABE); the California Achievement Test (CAT); and the
Stanford Tests,pf Academic Skills or the Stanford Achievement Tests.
Although these tests measure reading and editorial skills, they do not
measure a student's ability to-compose. It is, therefore, recommended that
such tests be used only in conjunction with a writing sample and appropriate
Skill_prescription.

The writing sample alone yields most information needed, but if objective
measures are desired, another possibility is to construct a teacher-made
Diagnostic Test for Writing Skill which could include:

a. a section on ordering sentences to test for development and-
organization

b. a writing sample
c. an objective exercise ok subject-verb agreement, use of "s"

forms, and other mechanical concerns
d. a paragraph to punctuate, capitalize, and ,correct spelling

o
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5. What about grading?

1. Grading, the conventional assignment of letters or numbers to a

,writing as an evaluative_ measure is not recommended for ABE-student

writers.

2. Grading needs to be played down, while fluency and frequent

writing need to be encouraged. \

.3.___Too_often_grades are used in- a mystical way with neither

teachers nor students really-Clear as to what constitutes

,a grade.

4. If grades are used, criteria should be determined with

students for each letter or_number equivalent..

5,, Furthermore, only rewrites should be gtaded--not

irst drafts.

Student wt- ing.can be measured without grades,by determining titeria for

excellent, better, good, fair, or poor. Students' progress c n be trans-,

fated- -for them by indiVidual.conferences where teachers highli ht the areas

which need. more Work and those in which the student is altea4y strong.

6. How can I guide students to respond to each other's papers?

USe-student response-groups frequently and use your.-own individual teacher

response as a model. Guide students to: identify what they read or hear in-

terms of purpose, audience and form; analyze it for methods of development and

ways it, can be further,developed; generalize what else could be done with it;.

and determine style.

By doing this, students focus on what can be learned from their own and

their peers' writing;- they-alSo discovet whether what they wrote- was clearly

expressed, how and why it was or was not, and how-to make. it better. Some.

student response group activities include the following:

a. in small groups of-3 -or 4 they discuss student essays and establish,

criteria. (See appendix for sample response guidelines.)

b. Students devise and write their own questiOns about student essays

they have read. TheSe questions are then used to rewrite the papers.

c. Students summarize their, feelings and thoughts about what they went

through as_they wrote something. They, consider-why they wrote it the

`way they did, and' why they think the writing is effective or not.

d. Responses to students' writings can be organized on three levels;

first, a generalor descriptive-one; then one which evaluates the qual-

ity of the style or form, and finally a thillf.which criticizes the

content.

e. Students read models of writings by published authors and discuss what

workr-besf and why.
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Teacher response allows for a more personal dialogue. Guidelines,need to

be set for individual resprge such as the following:

a. Be positive_and gncouraging;.use brief positive phrases.

b. Decide on.set standards for correctneSs;_what is more important.

What are the teacher's writing values?

c. Make only one or a few comments per writing.; focus on one kind of

repetitive problem.
d. Use ITrginal comments and encourage students to make the corrections

themselves.
\

e. Correct only for What students should be able to do at at a
\particuldrpoint or for what has been taught.

Don't be a judge; be a positive reinforcer, listener, and guide.

, \

7. When evaluating papers. throughout instruction, what should I dot

Do not "correct" papers for all errors. Where-possible guide students,

thtbugh questioning toMments-,--to' find their Own -errors,; iyhen-you-do-

correCt" only mark for one or two types of errors per writing.
Calling.attention to a few problems at a time is more digestible
for students.' Too-many "corrections" tend to stifle and, overwhelm

them. "Correct" only for what has been taught over a petiod.of time.
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D. RESOURCE MATERIALS

It is recommended that all writing teachers read some materials relating
to all phases of the writing process.' The-following bibliography is organized
to facilitate a sampling of books or materials in each area including: Theory;
Teaching Writing; Writing Actiyities; Mechanics; Revision; Evaluation and
Supplementary Resources. (Starred items are especially recommended.)

THEORY

Britton, James, et al. The Development of WritingAbilities. New York: Macmilli'an,

197S (paperback, NCTE)--

*Cooper, Charles, & Lee Odell. Research on Composing. NCTE, 1978.

Emig, Japer, The Composing Processes of Twelfth Graders. Urbana, Ill.: NCTE, 1971.

Wheelef, Thomas. The Great American Writing Block. N.Y.: Viking, 1979.

TEACHING WRITING

*Elbow, Peter_ Writing Without Teachers. New-York: Oxford University Press, 1973.

Koch, Carl & James Brazil. Strategies for Teaching the Composing Process.
Urbana, Ill. NCTE, 1978.

,

Macrorie, Ker. Searching_Writing, Telling Writing,'and Writing To Be Read.
Rochelle Park, N.J.: Hayden, 1980..

*Murray, Donald. A Writer Teaches Writing. Boston, Mass.: Houghton Mifflin, 1968.

Moffett, James. Teaching the Universe of Discourse. New York: Houghton Mifflin, 1968.

*Shaughnessy, Mina. Errors and Expectations. New York: Oxford University Press, 1977.

Some Suggestions for Teachers of Writing. New York: Educational Solutions, 1975.

Tate,,Gary Teaching Composition. Fort Worth: Texas Christian University Press, 1976.

Trillin, Alice & Associates. Teaching Basic Skills in College. San Francisco,
CA; Jossey-Bass, 198p.

O

Zinssen, William. On Writing New York: Harper & Row, 1976.

SENTENCE DEVELOPMENT

O'Hare, Frank. Sentence Combining: Improving Student Writing Without Formal Grammar

Instruction. Urbana, Ill.: )ICTE, 1973.

Rippon, Michelle & Waiter Meyers. Combining Sentences. New York: Harcourt Brace'
Jovanovich,-,1979:

* Strong, William, Sentence Combining. New York: Random House, 1973.

,
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WRITING ACTIVITIES

*Barasovka, Joan. I Wish I could Write. Syracuse, N.Y.: Lew Readers Press 1978.

Davis; Gardner. Glass & Dunning, .Writing. (Vols. 1-3), New York: Scholastic, 1978.

Ezor, Edwin. Individualized Language,Arts. Weehawken, N.J.: Board of Education, 1974.

"How to Read and Write Personal Letters & How 'to Read -and Write Business Letters."
Syracuse, N.Y.: New Readers Press, 127f.

* Kennedy & Rolder. Using Language Experience with Aduits. Syracuse, N.Y.: New Readers
Press, 1975.

-

Keller, R. & J. Fi-iedland Writing For Life, Books 1 -& 21 New York: Cambridge, 1980.

*Lessen Plans for the Remedial` Writing Class In the High School. Brooklyn, N.Y.:
NYC Board of Education, Curriculum Division, 1980.

*Moffett, James, & Betty Wagner. Student Centered Language Arts and Reading, -K -13.
_Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1976. .

*Writing Competently: A Handbook for Teachers. Brooklyn, N.Y.: NYC Board of Education,
Curri.611.0 Division, 1980.

**Writing Competently Across the Curriculum: A Handbook for Teachers in the Content
Areas. Brooklyn,- N.Y.:' NYC Board of Education, CuriiairarTivisiop, 1980.

littitihUEVetyDay'Gdherates Excellence: A Manual for the Secondary School English
Class. Brooklyn, N.Y.: NYC Board of -Education, Airriculum Tdvition, 1978.

, -

Raimes, Ann, Focus on Composition. New York: ,Oxford University Press, 1978.

Sohn, David. Stop, Look,and Write Series. New York: Bantam, 1969.

Van Laan, Thomas & Robert Lyons. Language and the Newstand, New York: Scribners
& SonS, 1968.

MECHANICS

Allen, R. & et al. Working. Sentences. New York: Crowell, 19/5.

* Barbe, Walter. Handwriting: Workbook: Cursive. Columbus, Ohio: Zaner-Bloser, 1977.

* Barsch, Jeffrey & Betty Creson. Speiling, Plus! Novato, CA: Academic Therapy
Publications, 1980.

Deighton, Len. Vocabulary Development. New York: Teachers College New York: Teachers
College Press 1959.

Rudolph, Orville & Evelyn. Haynes Giant Size Book 4: Practice Writing Series:
Advanced Cursive Writiag_12/11.1s. Wilkinsburg, PA: Hayes School Publishing, 1979.
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REVISION

'1

George.*Laubner, George. Proofreading Exercises. N. Billerica, MA: Curridulum Assoc., 1976.

. I
!

\

EVALUATION \
°

Cooper!, Charles, R. F. Lee Odell. Evaluating Writing. Urbana, NCTE, 1977.

Healy, Mary K. Using Student Writing Response Groups in the Classroom.

Berkeley, CA: Bay Area Writing Project,, 1979.
7

Supplementary Resources- ,

Some additional on-going sources for publicatiOn include:

1

Arizona Engish Bulletin (published 3 times per year). Department of English,

Box 6032, Northern Arizona University, Flagstaff, AZ 86011.

Bay Area Writing, Project, School of Education: University of California,

Berkeley, CA 94720. 4\

Eric Clearinghouse in Reading and Communication Skills, 1111 Kenyon-Road, 417

Urbana, 111.'61801.

InsLructinnal Resource-Center (CUNY), 535 East. 80th St., New York (publications

ilIclude Journal of Basic Writing, published 2 times per year, Resource-,--and,

CUNY -Bibliography of Basic Skills). ,

National COuncil of Teachers of English (NCTE), 1111 Kenyon Road, Urbana, Ill.

Many excellent publications.)
4

.Competency Based Adult Education Activities: Sample Activities, Ruston, La.:"

.Louislana Tech Uhiversity,'1980.

N.Y.Teachers and Writers Collaborative Publications, 4 Fifth Avenue, New York, .

(Publishes Teachers and Writers magazine three times a year, and other publications.)
4

Written CommunicatiQn Series. Instructional MSterials Laboratory, University

of Missouri! Columbia, Missouri 65211.
4

2

,
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CONCLUSION
r

.

4

.
lAiS_Writing_skills_curriculum_is based' on the belief that a competent

zault le4rner is literate in writing, as well as in reading and computing. It,

therefore, s'ks to. promote the need to plan for and integrate writing skills

deVelopment to the-ABE-curriculum.

Alias ben stressed throughqut ihisCurridulUM, writing needs- to be

taught as a thinking process:, aS a craft, and as a practical tool which has

many uses. These goals can be achieved if writing instruction,is begun right

from the beginning, if ABE teachels have adequate preparation and training '

for
_
teaching writing, and if writing is integrated into reading experiences.

Thispast decade has yielded much research which has influgnced the-way

in which writing has been and will be taught. 'Much has yet 6'13e done. As

writing instruction continues, other ski.11s arias will also be/affected.

Students and teacherS-wiii'benefit from'a Shared, enjoyable language experience

which ,promotes inciependent functioning andtrbwth.
1

.

C.)
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OVERVIEW DESCRIPTION:

TEXT MATERIA4S:

\
\ LEARNING OUTCOMES:

) PPPENDICES

Appendix A

TEACHING PLAN

SAMPLE FORMAT

(2 or 3 sentences)

(Bibliographic list)

(List from simpler to more "complex for

appropriate levels)

WRITING ACTIVITIES (List topically as they, will be covered)

TOPICAL SEQUENCE (Unit list according to weeks or sessions)

(SUPPLEMENTARY:) A section on method and criteria for evaluation

could be included if it is appropriate, e.g.,
students will be expected to: (fill in criteria)
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Cdurse.Name:

Class Meetings:

Instructor:

Course
Description:

SAMPLE TEACHING PIAN,

Adult Basic Education Level Carole's 'Writers' Community

:Mondays, Tuesdays, and Thursdays, 9:00 - 1:00

Carole Weinstein

The Writing Workshop is designed to help students become more

skillful in writings to develop writing confidence, and to

practice many forms of writing needed in daily life,

S.

.Text Materials: Students' Writings
American Heritage Dictionary

Roget's Thesaurus
Supplementary Readers
Style Sheets

Learning Outcomes:

1. to-develop a positive attitude toward writing

2. to construct and combine sentences

3. to compose'and combine paragraphs

a. to state main ideas

b. ,to use details for development

c. to use diverse methods for development

4. to use descriptive language

5. to use fig4res of speech

6. to summarize class lessons and readings

7.- to think concretely
8.' to think and write abstractly

9. to'distinguish objective writi ig from subjective

10. to select themes and limit topics

111 to write for a specific purpose; to explain, to describe, to persuade,

. and to 'narrate

12. to adjust and control tone to different audiences

i.(to use formal and informal language)

13. to develop a perSonal style

14. to Write with various time limits

15.. to develop, standards 'ir self criticism and revision of writing.

16., to adapt various organization principles for different tasks

17. to Maintain a clear focus throughout an essay

184 to organize ideas logically'

\ 19, td use resources, dictionaries,. thesauruses, encyclopedias,

Reader's Guide to Periodical Literature

N,
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Writing, Activities:

Writing activities will include sampling each of the following forms of

writing:

Lists

Journals'
Memos and messages
Letters
Dialogue
Essays
Reports

Topical Sequence:

Each week we will focus on one of the following life areas and apii.vpriate

applications. The different forms of writing listed above will be practiced by

applying them-to practical needs.

Weekly Units:

Week 1.

Practical ,Life Area

.Health

Weeks & 3, Jobs and Job Searches

Week 4 Citizenship

Weeks 5 &"6 Financial Transaction

Week 7

Weeks 8 & 9'

'Week 10

Transportation,

Sustenance

Shelter

Weeks 11 4 12 Maintenance

Week 13 Consumer Education

it

Application

. Completing health insurance forms,
writing about health

Resumes, application letters, reports

, -

Signing up to vote; writing about basic. rights

Applying for checking accounts , writing
letters to4abank officia

Writing directions

Listing safety measures in the home

\Completing rental applications, writing
business letters . 1-I

Writing,for information/

Writing about buying practices and making lists

Note: All studentswill also keep a journal, recording their reactions or ,

,observations'.. Specific guidelines. for ,keeping journa4 will be
disti-ibuted.' Additional-writing activities will also be included,

e.g., words, lists, note taking, and free writing.

63
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I

GUIDE

fippendixB

/
FOR CHECKING YOUR WORK

'/

When you read your paper to .evise it, you are proofreading 'your work.

Make your changes in the following ways:

. Cross out any misspelledwords or any word you wish to replace and

write,the new word above it.
. Put `a slash (/) through a siva
through a capital letter that shoUld be a small letter. Write the

correct Torm above-it:

. Add missing punctuation marks.

. Use a caret (AO to show whereza word has been lift out. Write the

word above it. .

,

i

. Cross out unnecessary words, phrases, and punctOaition.

. Use a patagraph symbol (4R) tc show, where a new aragraph should start.
,

. Use, periods- to break, up, run -on sentences.
Remove .periods after groups of wordS that cannot .siand alone. Add

II

tommas where-necessary.

A useful way' of pradticing, he procedures on this sheet is, to copy

paragraph that needs corrections and to correEti :----SpTdific checklists, can

also be devised which fodus on m re spedific aspe is of a writing. /

,

r

1 letter that should e capitalized and

. SAMPLE GUIDELINES FOR READERS

/ 1. What is the most important or significant sent

12. What*do you like_ most about he paper?

3. What do you. like least about it?'
4. \If you were writing the paper, what,would you,c ange and why?

5. -Js the paper written for a particular audience?

6. ';Does it work?'

nce in the paper?

3.

ti

ESPONSE GUIDELINES

After Students have written ask them to pair up wi
persomshould read. the other's writing and respond oral

guided'

\by

the following questions:
IJ°

a partne
1 and/or i

1. Is the language clear? Do fou understand what the WT

Why\or why. not?

2. Whois the ,ipriting written fOr. Is the audience clear

3. What is ithe-purpose of the virl ing? .1111yhas it been

4. What do You like most, about it?1 Why.?

5. What p you think-needsto be, improved?

i
6. ilat. :parts-would you like to,see d veloped more? How?

7: On.a Scale Of from ive the

ter has

tten1

aper?

O
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SAMPLE CHARTS FOR .READERS

Either one of the following charts can be used. by groups of students when

arardiZing each other's papers. The first is to he used with the sample guidelines

listed on page67.The second can be used as an overall guideline reading chart.

READING/CHART I

Reader 1 Reader 2 Reade

Question

.

.

Question "2

0' 1 ,

Question .3

.

Question 4,

---------

Question 51

.

.

.

Aluestipn...6 .

.

,

.

Content

READING.CHART

Mechanics St le

/
Organizatio

Reader

1

. ...

. ,

.

.

,

Reader 2

. .

Readei 1
\ -

Note:'Students can be guided to simply write comments in the appropriate

boxes or to ? spond according to predetermined criteria.
7\

o

O

O



Appendix P
.\

SAMPLE FORMAT OF AN APPLIED WRITING,

Students are to write an autobiographical essay in narrative form.

AUDIENCE: Another student

TIME REQUIRED: Dependent upon number of hours per session; at least three hours

MATERIALS: I

Paper; pencils, markers or crayons, with samples of autobiographical

writing

PURP7-. : lb narrate a meaningful experience in 100-26 wordlv, depending on

level

GENERIC 1.

'SKILLS: 2.

3,

4.

5.

6.

to construct complete sentences

to use punctuation for variety, emphasis

to take rotes
to use descriptive language
to use conventional essay format

to compose paragraphs

Note: Low level students who may be unable to construct sentences can dictate

their essay to, another student or the teacher. The student can then proof-

read it and copy it.

bay 1 - Prewriting

Ask students to individually chart a line, circle, or bar graph or any

other type of symbolic chart to indicate five major events in their lives. They

are to draw an illustration for each event. Pair each student with a partner. Ask

each couple to exchange papers. They read each other's charts. Distribute a question

to each couple and ask them to interview each other about the following questions.

(Each student is to take notes about the Other's chart as they interview.)

1. Why aid you pick the particular events you did?

2. Which event is the most important, then the least important?

3. Why did ybu draw the chart the way you did?

4, Which event would you like to write about?

a. What could you say about it?

b. Why is it important?

Each couple exchanges notes. They are to read and discuss the notes and use them

the following day when they will return to write about the-event in class.

Day 2 -1 Writing

Each member of the couple writes about his/her chosen event. They exchange papers.

Each are read and discussed. The students are guided by the following questions:

1. What did you like most abput the essay?

2. What do you think coulduse more work?

3. Did you understand the language? If not, what, is not clearl

4. rfyou were to write this for another person to read, what would you change?

'Each student tikes the paper hoMe for, revision.

Day 3 - -Revision and Discussion and rewriting

Another version-of the essay could I required riting for a different audience.

2



Appendix E

,SAMPLE QUESTIONNAIRE

Circle the number to the right of each statement
that best describes your opinion about it.

1. Writing cannot be taught.

2. Writing is a skill anyone can learn.

Z. Knowing grammar improves writing.

4. Studying grammar is a waste of time.

5. Creative writing will improve basic writing

6. Good readers are good writers.

7. Writing is fun.

8. Bad readeri are bad writers.

9. Writing is 'a born talent.

10. Writing is an art.

11. A good teacher can teach writing.

12. Writing is best learned through exercise.

13. The only way to learn to write is to write.

14. Writing is written for an audienCe,
a purpose, and through a process

15. Anyone who can tread can write.

16. Students learn to write by imitating'
what they read. ,

73

Disagree

2 3

3

4,

4

5

Agree

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1. 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

fi 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5
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Appendix P

20 QUESTIONS

Handouts end questionnaires(, deal with concerns in writing are

useful. They help to broaden perspedtives on studying writing,

10 Questions for the Learner:
-1

1. What is writing
. What is correct writing?

5..-How do you go-about writing?

4. What do you need help with?

S. What dayod' do well in writing?

6: What is the best way to learn writing?

7. Haw oftem-should you write?.

8.. What kindS of writing should you do?

9. What should you do with your writing after you write it?

Or, what do you hope will happen to your writing after you write it?

3fl' If you were teaching someone else to write, how would you do it?

10 Questions for the Teacher:

t .

1. What is writing?

2. What is correct or good writing?

Z. How can you provide consideration for all of your studenFsi needs?

4.' Do you teach mechanics? What? and how?

S. What writing activities are appropriate to your situation?

6. How can you create effective working groups?

7. What provisions do you need?

8. How can you provide consistent positive encouragement and response?

9. How can'you consider all writing tasks in terms of process, purpose, and

person?
,I0. If you were being taught writing skills, how would you want to be taught

or directed?

LI
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0-

SAMPLE1CHARTS

A WORD A DAY ,(Yogr Guide To Personal Word Improvement)

Read something each day, the newspaper, a magazine, a book, etc.

Take from it at least one unfamiliar word. .

WriteLthe.complete.senience'in which. you find the word.

Take an. index card-and%iiart it as fOlows:
l

Word:
1

.

-Syllables:
i

.

Name of Word:
.

.

.

Original

Sentence
- \

Dictionary
Meaning' , . .

.

.

.

,

.

.
.

Sentence . .

.

Meaning ,

, .

... .
.

. .

Your 01411

- Sentence ,

,

.

.
.

,
.

.

Look up the word.
Write the, meaning of it based on the sentence you found it in.

Write the name of the word. (How is it used? Is it a noui?)

Write a sentence Containing the word.

,

1 ORD FORM CHART . .

NOUN' .VERB: ADJECTIVE ADVERB

Writing

Caution

Write

. Cautioni

Written

Cautious

-

. Cautiously

Put your new word-in the column it belongs.
,Then try to write other formS.of the same word, if there are any.

v-,
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Appendix H

SA 1PLR CHART

-OEVELOpING YOUR*N-WRITING VOCABULARY

Ask students for words they need to know more
Avant to use, or have heard or read.

Help 'them make their own word lists4inder the
educational list, occupational list, social

life list.

about that they have seen,

following headings:
lisor community

Help them to draw the mords from a context and thgn put them back

into a Context.

-LIFE EXPERIENCE' GLOSSARY
Community

Edutaiional Occupational Social Life

.

. ,

,

The contextually related Life
be integrated on one sheet or
health glossary would contain
doctor, etc.

Experience glossaries can either

remain individual, e.g., a6
words like medicine, prescription,



.APP6ndik I

WRITING GLOSSARY

-75

The sequence of teaching these words should be to define them as they
,arc introduced. Begin with WRITING.

Writing Revising and Rewriting Mechanics

Subject Editing ' Archaic

Verb- Proofreading Formal
o

Statement Evaluation Informal

Fofm Number Coloquial*

Style Agreement Slang

Voice Thought Dialect

Tone Connotation Accent

Organization Denotation Compound Word

-Paragraph j Definition Consonant

Description Process Consonant Cluster

Narration Audience

.
;Exposition/ Purpose Homophone

r

- Persuasion j tLogic
Prefix

.!
Comparison - Dialect

Contrast Standard Written English Suffix

Concept Rhetoric Syllable

Prewriting Discourse Vowel

77
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.SAMPLE

Diagnosis arid Prescription: Writing Skills (Student

*Distribute a guide for teachers like the following:

. f
The Teachers' Directions

. Administration

a.) Pre-test should be
--class. Post -tests

b) AIlOw students one
papers.

c. Students may Use a

Form)

given during the first week' a student is in
should be.given at the time of reading post-tests.

hour. Remind them to leave time to look over their

dictionary, but should receive no other help.

2. Rating,, Essay should be read by two readers, three in case of conflict:

3. Diagnosis

a) Circle number 9f correct category.

b) Undnline elements in category description which haye patiticular

elevance 'to thiS paper. r

cl In space beneath category, note.additional elements, including
strengths'you have found in the paper.

4. Prescription

a)

b)

Cheek off elements listed at left.which seem most critical for

this student.
Write prescription; including the areas checkpdoff and other

elements as needed.

Writing Sample

0 - The student is unable to write.

1 - The essay shows extreme lack of development. There is no paragraphing.

- The writer uses the simplest subject-verb structures or phrases.

- There is no coordination orsubordination in sentences, and no

.awareness of tense or of singular and plural forms.

- Vocabulary, idiom, and spelling are poor. Some words are decipherable

only from context. Punctuation and capitalization are random.

Vocabulary is very limited.'
- Length: Less than 50 words. _

2 - The essay shows an increasing level of development over 1. Attempts
.

are made at coordination and subordination in sentences. The writer

shows.the beginnings of correct tense and singular and plural usage.

The writer begins to use sentence boundary markers correctly.

- Spelling is still lieor, an& vocabulary still limited, but simple



r.

idioms are attempted and are used logically.

- Length: _id or mdre words.
V

3 7 The essay shows an increasing level of development over 2. The essay
shows the beginning of paragraph structure and has a topic and some

supporting detail. The witerlshows an awareness of simple sequence, e.g.,

chronological .order or simple qisting. There is an attempt at a concluding

genecalizatpn.
- There is an increasing use of Coordination and subordination In,,Sentences.

- A greater variety of tense and verb-fdrms are attempted.
The essay -Shows the _beginning of,sentence variety and of transitions,
between sentences.

- Vocabulary and spelling'begin to improve; there is a more flexible use

of idiom.
100. words.

4 - The topic is stated and some attempt is made at supporting details,
examples or. facts. Despite repetition or digression, there is a
discernible sequence moving towards a conclusion. Paragraphing is erratic.

--The writer shows a poor sense of sentence boundaries. There may be

irrelevant capitalization in middle of sentence, but sentences begin

with capitals and end'with periods.
- Weak standard English vocabulary. Misspelling of common words.

Occasional incomprehensible syntax.
Length: attempt at 200 words.

- The topic isstated. The writer has Supported the topic with some

details, facts or examples. There is a sense of sequence' moving

toward a conclusion, despite occasional repetition Or digression.
-tic writer bag used paragraphing to,Support the sequence.
he writer demonstrates some awareness of SentenCe, boundaries; as

11 as verb tense and usage. There is no incomprehensible syntax,
is readable, although there are occasional. misspelled_ common

words. A standard English vocabulary is used. Sntences usually
bekin witfi a capital_ letter and end with a period.

-,Lingth 200 words.
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I --,

6 = The'essaykhas an introduction in, which the topic is stated.

- The\topic is-supPorted by details; facts or eXamplles.

_____- Thelp is a sense of sequenee, supported' -by adequate. paragraphing.
- 1

-- The Writer Shows a geoa_aWareness of sentence ;boundaries although

ther may be Occasional fragments. or run-on sentences.
v

- Spell ng is readable. The writer shows a command of standard

-Ehgli idioms. yocabulary is adequate to thetOpic. Syntax is

aeciph rable and usage is generally standard Ehglish.

- Length: 290jitioa_wrds.
---- .

--PiZiEiiption

handwriting
pre-writing

, --

development and' -

organization
sentence structure-
grammar, puncua.ion

- verb forms
usage,

vocabulary
efiiting

,
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STUDENT WRITING PUBLICATIONS: A RECOMMENDED OST

k

Student pubacations are: a wonderful motivationaldevice; an opportunity

for students to see.their;work; a concrete goal; a learning device; a lesson

in organization and conceptualization directly applied.
i.

Some possibilities includethe following:

1. Astudent guide to local attractions

2. A magazine' (literary or otlierwise)

Z. A newsletter (simulated newspaper containing comics, recipes,

I
essays, advice columns, autobiographies, etc.

4. Log books (class records. of each day's activities)

S. A bOok of facti

6. A beak Of_philosophical,
psychological, or provocative sayings

A bOok of lists

8. A bOokof photo stories or-photo essays

9. ,A*C011ection of letters (e.g., of protest, persuasioh-,..or other)

10.. A poetry journal
f

11. A cookbook
12'. A ,joke book

13'. A riddle book

14. A mini-thesauruS

The specifics for .each; type of publication are varied, but each should

reflect aPplidation of writing principles by containing the following:

1. .A general focus (organized around)a Central theMe)

2. A: purkose (fulfill a need of the group)

3. A sense of audience (whom it is written for)

4. Format and layout ,(how it is-developed and put together)

5. Illustrations (where.appropriate use dtawings or other visual aids

or graphics)'

6. Assigned roles (students can contribute, in v rious ways as writer's;

'editOts, proofreaders, layout people, etc.)
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Page
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Activities
Pre-writing
Revising
Writing
In T4aching Plan

Advanced Levels

31-33

44-45
.40;43
21-22

Outcomes, generic 9-10

Ar endices 65L79

Applied Writing 10-18

a-1:e Skills Master Chart 10-18

Life Skills Chaits 12-18

Sample TeachingiPlan 70

Attitudes 25, 26

Student 26

'Sample Questionnaire 72

Teacher 25

Sample Questionnaire -,71, 72

$eg+.ning /Levels
22, 52-53

Outcomes, generic 7-8

Bibliography
See,Resource Materials 60-62

Composing Process '9 -30

Diagram 30

Conclusion 63,

Diagnosis 56

Sample-Foam. 76-78

See Teaching Plan 19

Dialect Interference 47, 52'

Dialogues 35 -36

Skills 12, 17

Educational Skills
Environment
Essays

Evaluation dnd.Rsponse
Sample Charts for Readers

Generic Skills
Definition
OutcoMes
Needeci For Applied, Writing

Goals I

Intermediate Levels
Outcomes, generic

1

J.ournals1

Skills!

Learning Outcomes
See Objectives
Also infTeaching Plan

Letters
Personal
Business,

Life'Skills - Master Chatt
Consumer
Educational
'Personal.

Occupational
Social

Mechanics
Sentences

89

)

17 -18

26.

36-38
18
3, 56759
69

.8-9

34

12

5

20
38
12
13, 15, 16
11

13
17,-18

12
14-15',
16

47-53
48-50
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Spelling

Page

50-51

Handwriting 51-52
Methodology v-vi, 2

Needs 1-, ,5

Objectives 5-23 /

Occupational Writing 14 -15

Organization \

Of Instruction 3

In Writing 53

Outcomes 6-8

.1,--

Personal Writing
Poetry
Skills

Pre - Writing ,

Activities
Prescription
See. Teaching Plan

Proofreading
Tublications, Student

12,

39

A2
'31-33

31-33'
76-78

19

44-45;
7,9

68

Readiness
Teacher
.Studente\

ReportS

Skills

25 -27

25

26

15, 18

Resource Materials

/
Resumes /

Skills

/ Revising
Activities
Proofreading
Student Guide

Setting
Social Writing
Syllabus

See Teaching Plan
Sample Teaching Plan

Teaching Plan
Sample Format
Sample Plan

Theory
See Writing, Theory

Vocabulary
DeVelopment
Writing--

Writing
Activities
Theory
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